














































and!the!fragile! legislation! environment,! it! cannot! be! left! unsaid! that! the! major! reason!
behind! these! lost!opportunities! on!transport!and! trade! is! an! ineficient! operation!of! the!




the! distribution! of!maritime! containers! and! reduce! congestion! level! at! seaports,! the!
coordination! at! the! level! of! decisionKmakers! to! improve! transport! corridors!and! their!
operations!was!completely!ignored.!This!research!argues!that!Mashreq!countries!should!
act!as!one!integrated!body!to!save!their!role!as!the!main!transit!corridor!in!the!region.!
They!should!coordinate!at! their!decisionKmaking!level,!in! terms! of! establishing! an!
integrated!dryKports!network!system.!The!limitations!in!previous!network!design!models!
in!addressing!the!communication!between!decisionKmakers!in!diferent!countries!had!led!






to! develop! a! new! model! to! evaluate! dry! port! location! decision! within! a!case! study! of!
Integrated!Dry!Ports!Network!(IDPN)!in!Mashreq!countries.!This!proposed!IDPN!model!
helps! to! determine!the!best! regional! scenario! of! integrated! dry! ports! network!that!






design!model!based!ontological!approach!to! help!!evaluate! dry!port! locations.! It! wil!
adequately! serve! more! than! one! seaport! in! two! diferent! countries.! Furthermore,!this!
research!defined!the!role!that!Mashreq!governments!could!play!to!facilitate!the!container!




use! of! knowledge! by! providing! a! shared! understanding! that! reduces! ambiguities! and!
misunderstanding!in!the!terminology!adopted!in!a!certain!domain.!They!also!support!the!




a!regional! hinterland,! which!depends! on! stakeholder! objectives.! Container! Movement!
Route!Ontology!(CMRO)!describes!container!movement!routes! for! intermodal!freight!





Qualitative! and! quantitative! data! were! colected!to!essentialy!compare!between! two!






Finaly,!Minimum! Cost! Flow! Mathematical! model,!was! used!to! validate! the!developed!
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































countries! (MCs)! namely,! Syria,! Lebanon,! Iraq,!and! Jordan!(Figure!1.1).! Mashreq!
governments! who!are!aware!of!the! significance! of! dry! ports!and! their!benefits! have!
introduced!extensive!reforms!at!a!multitude!of!levels!to!improve!the!transport!systems!in!
their! countries.! Such! reforms! aim! to! establish! new! dry! ports! or! reactivate! the! existing!





infrastructure! that! is! needed! is! already! in! place,! with! plans! for! future! expansion! and!
development.!
!





brings! forth!extreme! operational!problems! such! as! congestion! as! wel! as! higher!
operational!costs.!This!also!creates!a!major!botleneck!from/to!seaport!land!access,!which!
al!together!influences!the!performance!level!of!container!terminal!operation!at!seaports!




and!significant! management! procedures! at! national! level! to! increase! the! container!




seaport’s! hinterland,!namely! to! inland! terminals! (Dry! Port),!has! been! revealed! as!an!






projects! into! one! integrated! network,! such! a!EuroKMediterranean!Transport! project/EU!
(2007K2013)!&!(2014K2020)!which!is!believed!to!be!the!right!platform!to!build!an!integrated!
network!of!dry!ports!(Logistics!Platforms),!as!wel!as!several!initiatives!of!ESCWA!via!a!
number! of! regional! legislatives! and! operation! policies.!These! aimed!to! enhance! and!
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This! research! aims!to!develop! a! sustainable! and! an! eficient! Integrated! Dry! Ports!
Network! (IDPN)! that! can! adequately! link! the! Mashreq! countries!transport! corridors!
together,! as! wel! as! the! extensions! of! these! corridors! with! its! Mediteranean!











political! situation! in! Mashreq! region! (FAO,! 2016).! Accordingly,! the! alternative! transit!
corridors!wil!lead!to!an!unavoidable!loss!of!opportunities!concerning!transport!and!trade!
in!Mashreq! countries’! economic! levels,! unless! they!rise!up! and! act! as!an!integrated!
transport!system!to!be!able!to!compete!and!join!the!global!and!regional!trade!paterns.!
However,! it! cannot! be! left! unsaid! that! the!major! reason! behind! losing! opportunities! on!
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has! achieved! 9%,! while! in! the! case! of!Tartous! Syrian! port! which! has! focused!on! bulk!
cargo!and!Iraqi!Um!Qasr!seaport!handling!a!military!and!project!related!cargo,!both!have!
experienced!a!fluctuated!rate!with!a!smal!portion!of!growth!among!Mashreq!ports.!
Consequently,!to! meet! the! expected! increase!in! container! trafic,!the!Mashreq! region!
needs! an! eficient! operation! of! transport! coridors! network! between! their! territories! in!







Organizations! such! as! the! Arab! League! &! United! Nation! Economic! and! Social!
commission!for!Western!Asia!(UN/ESCWA)!have!triggered!several!initiatives!to!facilitate!
the! movements! of! passengers! and! goods! between! the! Mashreq! countries! coridors.!








integrated! dry! ports! network! system.! By! doing! so,! they! wil! be! able! to! join! global! and!
regional!trade!paterns!and!not!lose!overseas!container!trafic!volumes.!
!
Mashreq! countries!have! a! location! decision! problem! at!the!strategic! level! for! network!
design!of!container!trafic!in!Mashreq’s!seaports!hinterland.!This!problem!belongs!to!the!
network!hub!location!problem!(HLP)!and!deals!with!the!location!of!hub!facilities!(dry!ports)!
and! the! alocation! of! containers! trafic.! Thereafter,! the! strategic! objectives! should!











The! folowing!(Table! 1.1)!and!(Figure!1.3)!ilustrate! preK!selected! dry! ports! (existing!K!












Syria! 2! 4! Connected!to!Jordan!–LebanonKIraq!
%! Latakia!Port!
%! Tartous!port!







































dry! port! location! on! containers! distribution! within! a! sustainable! and! an! integrated! Dry!
Ports!Network!(IDPN)!that!can!adequately!provide!a!sustainable!alocation!for!container!
trafic!in!the!regional!hinterland!of!seaports!in!Mashreq!countries.!Furthermore,!this!thesis!


























•!This! is! the! first! study,! to! the! best! of! the! researcher’s!knowledge,! to! criticaly!
investigate!the!importance!of!a!dry!ports!network!in!Mashreq!countries.!












































Chapter!4!demonstrates!the!task! of! developing!and!designing!source! ontology! that!
describes!dry!port!presence!in!the!energetic!hinterland!of!container!seaports.!Two!key!
steps!of!the!designing!process!is!explained.!!First,!in!conceptualization!steps,!by!using!
Resource! Description! Framework! (RDF)!language,!the!main! concepts! (super! classesK!








































The! phenomenon! of! dry! ports!(inland! intermodal! terminal)!has! atracted!many!
researchers!to!search!and!develop!the!concept!of!moving!seaport!activities!towards!its!
hinterland!network.!A!variety!of!dry!port!concept!definitions!were!emerged!pertaining!to!
its! characteristics! in! terms! of!the!connectivity! with! seaport,! location,! functions! and!
services.! However,! among! the! earliest! definitions!of! dry! port! concepts!the! UNCTAD!
handbook!on!the!Management!and!Operation!addressed!it!as!the!folowing:!“A!common!
user! facility! with! public! authority! status,! equipped! with! fixed! instalations! and! ofering!
services!for!handling!and!temporary!storages!of!any!kind!of!goods!(including!containers)!
carried!under!customs!transit!by!any!applicable!mode!of!transport,!placed!under!customs!




is! an! inland! intermodal! terminal! directly! connected! to! seaport(s)! with! high! capacity!



























flexibility! of! solving! any! emergency! problems! that! may! occur! in! their! goods! (Origin!K
Destination)! journey! in! case! of!a!close! location.! In! addition,! the! significance! of! shifting!















dry! ports! in! Europe,! Africa! and! Asia! in! terms! of! their!definition,! functions,! location,!
Impediments!and!successful!factors!and!addressed!one!common!feature!shared!amongst!
al!of!them,!which!is!the!regular!railway!services!from/to!seaport.!They!also!stated!that!al!




















Moreover,! Sirikijpanichkul! and! Fereira! (2006)! stated! that!intermodal! freight! terminals!
(mentioned!as!dry!ports!in!this!thesis)!have!direct!and!indirect!impacts!on!land!use!and!
business! development.! Direct! factors! influencing! terminal! location! decisions! can! be!
viewed! from! demand! and! supply! perspectives.! The! former! major! concerns! include! a!
vicinity!to!markets!and!industrial!areas,!rental!costs!and!kinds!of!dry!port,!containers!and!
vehicle! characteristics.! Whilst,! in!the!case! of! supply! perspective! the! site! and! space!
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model! that! takes!into! consideration!and!satisfies! the! variety! of! stakeholder’s! individual!
















establishing!a! dry! port! namely,!infrastructure,!land! use,! regulatory! issues! and!
environmental! impacts.! Qualitative! and! quantitative! data! were! colected! from! a!







Although! dry! ports! are! a! key! element! for! the! improvement! of! the! integration! and!
competitiveness! of!the! logistical!services! of!goods! transport! between! land! corridors! of!
Mashreq! countries,! with! a! view! to! establishing! a! regional! transport! network,! it! is! also!






















In! this! context,! organizations! such! as! the! Arab! League! &! Economic! and! Social!
commission!for!Western!Asia!(ESCWA)!have!triggered!several!initiatives!to!facilitate!the!
movements! of! passengers! and! goods! between! the! Mashreq! countries,!based! on!





(14! Member! including! Mashreq! countries).! In! this! context,!successful! stories! of!the!
transport!sector!structures,!as!wel!as!the!current!situation!in!some!of!ESCWA!countries!
are! presented.! The! study! was! highlighted!in!three! vital! sections! according! to! each!
transport!modal!(maritime,!road!and!rail).!!In!addition,!the!United!Nations!ESCWA!(2011)!











the!action! (17)! which! is! one! of! the! most! important! initiatives! of! RTAP! actions! that!
emphasized!the!necessity!of!developing!logistical!platforms!in!the!Mediteranean!region.!
This! report! appraised! the! enhancements! in! regulatory! and! infrastructure! reforms! in! al!
transport!sectors!(maritime,!civil!aviation,!road!and!rail)!in!the!Mediterranean!region!(10!
countries).!However,!despite!this,!it!also!highlighted!the!importance!of!the!necessity!of!




On! the! other! hand,!the!2009! European! Investment! Bank! (EIB)! has! prepared! the!
LOGISMED! project,! which! aimed! to! define! a! network! of! logistic! platforms!in! the!












These! logistical!platforms! are! considered! to! shape! the! proposed! TransKMediterranean!
Transport!Network!in!the!future.!Furthermore,!in!2008!the!(EIB)!granted!a!PreKFeasibility!
Study!and!the!TOR!(Terms!of!Reference)!for!the!Feasibility!Study!as!a!next!step!in!order!
to! build! the!logistic!platform! in! (HesiaKHoms)! in! Syria! throughout! (2008K2010),!yet!the!
(EIB)! suspended! the! cooperation! with! Syria! due! to! the! Arab! Spring! impacts! on! the!



















both! Transportation! and! Trade! facilitation! in!the!Mashreq! region! that! developed! by!
international!bodies!such!as!UNESCWA,!UNESCAP,!the!Arab!league!states!and!USAID.!
Substantial!indicators!of!trade!volumes!and!paterns!in!the!Mashreq!region!are!ilustrated.!
Sections! contained! in! this! study! are:!review! of!previous!studies,!trade! volumes! and!
paterns!in!Mashreq!countries,!as!wel!as!recommendations.!Annexes!provided:!Some!of!
recent!related!reports!and!studies,!trade!of!Mashreq!Countries,!and!logistics!performance!
of! Mashreq! countries.!Of! al!the!above! mentioned,!several! atempts! of! regional! and!
international!financial!bodies!were!put!forth!to!push!Mashreq!countries!governments!to!
act!together!as!one!transportation!hub.!This!would!help!to!meet!the!anticipated!transport!
volume! levels! throughout! the! last! period! of! time.! However,!there! was! not! even! one!
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cross! borders! trade! facilitation! study! in! (2011)! the! continuous! growth! in! containers!
volumes! wil! double! in! the! next! 5K8! years,! namely! between! (2016K2019).!On!the!other!
hand,!although!each!of!the!Mashreq!countries!has!steered!a!number!of!new!legislations!
and! significant! management! procedures! in! order! to! increase! the! productivity! of!the!




from/to! seaport! land! access,! which! al! together! influence! the! performance! level! of!






The! Syrian! railway! network! consists! of! two! discrete! singleKtrack! systems! with! no!
electrification!and!limited!roling!stoke!Figure!(2.11)!The!first!one!is!a!standard!gauge!of!





































































Lebanese!gov! K! K! 233! 1.435!
Lebanese!gov! K! K! 91! 1.435!
















































































Countries! Railway!Connection!! Capacity! Operation!
TurkeyYSyria!! Two! mixed! use! connections!–!the! one! at! Meydan!–!









One! single! connection! for! mixed! use! at!
























































Abu! Ghraib! dry!port!is! a! new! dry! port! which! is! under! operation!since! June! 2013.! The!
French!company!CMA!CGM!Group!(private!company)!announced!the!opening!of!its!new!
bonded! Dry! Port! near! Baghdad!(30! km),!to! facilitate! its! customers’! business! in! Iraq.!
Currently,!Abu! Ghraib! dry!port!provides!costumer! clearance! services! for! shippers!to!
facilitate!their!cargo!trafic!within!and!beyond!Iraqi!lands.!
The!Dry!Port!is!idealy!connected!to!the!Mashreq!inland!transportation!network,!with!a!
possible! railway! connection!of!3km! away! from! the!dry! port’s! location!and! fast! in! bond!
transit! from! Umm! Qasr! port! in! south! of! Iraqi! territories! .! The! storage! facilities! for! ful!
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2.!The! inevitability! of! improving! the! management! of! internal! distribution! logistics!
services,! in! particular! by! directing! the! transport! professions! and! commitees! in!
Syria!towards!professionalism!and!indirectly!the!commercial!distribution!sector.!
3.!Logistics! in! export! commodities! are! needed:! Syria! has! a! level! of! industrial!
infrastructure! and! achievements! in! several! sectors.! These! industries! are! aimed!
first! at! the! domestic! market! and! then! at! neighbouring! countries.!However,! the!




























































































overal! supply! chain.! It! is! the!central/local! governments! who! promote! the! project! and!
atract! private! investment! through! concession! agreements.! Appropriate! institutional!
mechanisms!and!legal!frameworks!are!prerequisites!for!the!successful!implementation!of!
dry! port!projects.! Most! of! the! dry! ports! are! multiKmodal! facilities! devoted! primarily! to!
handle!containers.!The!international!experience!ofers!three!types!of!dry!ports:!seaportK






































































































example!of! this! kind! of! dry! port! in! China! is! (Shijiazhuang)!dry! port! located! in!
Northeast! China/!Huabei! province.!(Tianjin)!port! authority! proposed! this! project!
with!the!approval!of!central,!provincial!and!municipal!governments.!The!dry!port!is!










an! excelent! model! in! Central! China.!Public! Private! Partnership/PPP! is!the!
investment! model!used! for! the! development! with! Xian! Municipal! Government!
being!the!project!promoter.!!
-!BorderYbased! dry! ports!are! served!as! a!transhipment!center!with! customs!
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clearance! services.!They! are! located! in! the! border! areas! of! Western! China!
adjacent! to! Russia,! Central! Asia! and! the!(ASEAN)!Region.!As!the! distance!
between!these!dry!ports!and!seaports!are!over!(2000!km),!they!act!as!transKmodal!
centers!catering!to!trade!by!road!and!rail.!Local!governments!adopt!a!concession!
route! to! atract! private! investment!according! to!the!limitations!of!a!central!
government! fund.!(Kunming!)Dry! Port,! which! is! part! of! Export! Processing! Area!
within! Kunming! National! Economic! and! Technological! Development! Zone,! is! a!
good! example.! It! is! located! within!(Yunnan)!province! close! to!Southeast! Asia!
bordering!Laos,!Vietnam!and!Myanmar.!The!location!is!strategic!in!that!road,!rail,!
air! and! inland! waterways! are! accessible! to! the! Xian! dry! port.! The! Municipal!











The! key! task! of! dry! port! facilities!is! to! provide! consolidated!services!to! containerized!
volumes!that!have!the!same!origin!and!diferent!destinations,!and!at!the!same!time!are!
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hinterland! network,! since! their! study! did! not! cover! the! problem! of! the! location! of! hub!
nodes! on! the! plane,!where! such! studies! may! be! refered! to! as:!(O'Kely! 1986a,!and!
(O’Kely!1992b),!Campbel!1990),(!O'Kely!and!Miler!1991),!and(!Aykin!and!Brown!1992).!
Culinane! et!al! (2000)!have! pointed!out!“while! the! expansion!of! reach! on! the! maritime!









with! a! signal!supply! chain! (SC)! and! ignores! the! exciting! competitor! SCs! and! future!
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emerging! ones.! However,! they! continued,! that! few! research! papers! considered! both!
aspects!of!design!and!competition.!Their!aim!was!to!build!a!comprehensive!model!that!




Furthermore,! (Ye! et! al.! 2010)! have! formed! a! structure! of! Container! Terminal! Logistic!
Operation!System!(CTLOS)!based!on!the!concept!of!Multi!Agents,!starting!with!shaping!
an!organization!structure!of!system!target.!In!addition,!the!decision!and!operation!agents!












reverse! chain.! The! tactical! level! decisions! concern! balancing! disassembly! lines! in! the!
reverse! chain.! The! objective! is! to! minimize! costs! of! transportation,! purchasing,!
! 54!
refurbishing! and! operating! the! disassembly! workstation.! Numerical! examples! are!
presented!using!a!proposed!model.”!(p.324).!
!
However,! the! lack! of! research! in! modeling! inland! terminals! (dry! ports)! was! the! main!
reason! behind! (Iannone,! 2011)! interesting! to! iluminate! the! dry! port! role! in! the!
management!of!supply!chain!and!port!hinterland!network!logistics!as!wel.!He!updated!
the!interior!port!model!that!was!developed!by!(Iannone!and!Thore,!2010).!Based!on!a!
brief! identification! of!portKhinterland! container! logistics! and! the! dry! port! concept,! the!
requirements! of! developing!the! inward! interport! model! are! addressed.! Al! economic,!
social!and!environmental!constraints!and!variables!that!framed!the!relationship!between!




makers! and! strategic! planning! levels! of! port!hinterland! container! networks! to! ofer! the!
best! containers! distribution! from!the!seaport! to!the!inland! final! destination.! Therefore,!
(Iannone,!2011)!ambition!was!to!develop!an!academic!programming!model!that!enables!
the!measurement! of!the! TBL! (Triple! Botom! Line)! elements:! (social,! economic! and!
environment)!as!evidence!of!the!dry!ports!concept!sustainability.!Thus,!he!developed!a!




















colected.! They! provided! an! interesting! measurements! of! productivity! factor! that! gave!
strong!evidence!of!the!impact!of!restructuring!regulatory!procedures!in!persuaded!privet!











They! build! a! conceptual! design! network! by! using!an!ontological!method,!taking! into!
consideration! five! main! stakeholders!which! are:! hub! users! and! operators,! terminal!





to! build! an! interdependent!negotiation! environment! that! consists! of! actions! and!




On! the! other! hand,! a! new! approach! has! been! revealed! to! enhance! the! concept! of!
multimodal!transportation!modeling!system!that!can!serve!the!portKhinterland!container!
network!design!in!terms!of!container!distribution!logistics!services.!(Becker!and!F.Smith,!
1997)! developed! the! main! OZONE!ontology! in! order! to! provide! a! general! ontological!
framework!to!model!the!planning!and!scheduling!problems!of!multimodal!transportation!
in!terms!of!military!purposes.!They!addressed!a!detailed!list!of!the!main!constraints!for!
implemented! transportation! activities! taking!into!consideration! the! movement! needs! in!
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Pulina! (2014,! pp.! 224K229)! established! an! ontology! for! container! terminals!in! terms! of!
yard! storage! and! quayside! operations! which! wil!help!design! a! knowledge! base! for!
decision!Support!System!(DSS)!on!a!daily!bases!from!the!author’s!point!of!view.!First,!he!
addressed! container! terminal! systems! which! compose! of! three! parts,!namely:! storage!
and! handling!and! landside! and!quayside! systems.!!Then! he! builds! an! ontology! to!
represent! container! terminal! main! operations! in! order! to! monitor! key! performance!


















clarified!as! a!significant! tool! of!operation!research,! including! decisionKmaking!
deterministic!and!probabilistic.!!However,!in!this!research!finding,!LP!solutions!with!Excel!
Solver!has!decided!to!be!used!as!it!is!a!suitable!technique!to!find!the!optimal!solution!of!
LP!objective! function.! ! Excel! Solver!is!used! to! calculate! and! verify! minimum! transport!





for! its! ability! to! examine! and! compare!two! main! distribution! scenarios! of! operation!
strategies!(national!vs!regional),!which!wil!be!clarified!!in!detail!in!Chapter!6.!The!scenario!
of!this!problem!can!be!described!as!folows.!For!the!MCF!problem,!the!existing!literature!
review! usualy! deals!with! it! in! an! integer! programming! model! with! properly! selected!
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objective! functions.! However,! the! integer! programming! problem! is! an!NPKhard! class.!
Thus,!the!computing!time!wil!dramaticaly!increase!as!the!scale!of!the!problem!increases.!
The! theoretical! analysis! shows! that! an!MCF! network! problem!requires! a!strongly!
polynomial!runtime!to!be! solvedq! see! the! survey! in! (K! Ahuja! et! al.! 1993)!and!it!wil!be!
more!eficient!to!apply!the!MCF!model!than!the!integer!programming!one.!Therefore,!to!










and! integrated! Dry! Ports! Network! (IDPN)! by!developing!an! ontological! model! that! can!
















Ontologies!were!first! familiar! in! research! operations! as! a! knowledge!of!engineering,!
database! design,! knowledge! representation! and! information! (modeling,! integration,!
































Ontologies! avoid! problems,! such! as! inconsistency! and! poor! misunderstanding! among!
communicating! parties.! An!ontology! provides! a! language!that!enables! actors! to!




concepts.! Therefore,! it! is! very! critical! to! unambiguously! specify! each! concept! and! its!
meaning.!Furthermore,!ontologies!are!formal!descriptions!of!concepts!and!their!properties!
(relationships)! that! are! not! only! machineKreadable! but! also! machineKunderstandable!






domain! of! knowledge.! In! other! words,! it! is! a! formal! specification! of! a!
conceptualization.!However,!a!commonly!agreed!definition!of!ontology!has!been!


























The! literature! contains! many! definitions! of! an! ontology.!However,!in!the! engineering!








(Baader! et! al.,! 2003)! who! presented! a! description! logics! handbook,!
while!the!software!engineering!techniques!and!database!technologies!are!described!by!
(Cranefield!and!Purvis,!1999).!However,!five!types!of!components!were!used!to!formalize!




















Concepts! in! an!ontology! are! structured! into! (isKA)! hierarchy! relationship! which! alows!
inheritance!hierarchy!to!be!exploited!in!the!structure.!For!example,!If!B!(is_a)!subKClass!
of!A,!and!C!(is_a)!subKClass!of!B!then!C!(is_a)!subKClass!of!A!as!wel.!It!can!be!denoted!















independently! to! be! objective! and! documented! with! natural!
language.! The! ontology! should! efectively!be! reported!by!the!
intended!meaning!of!defined!terms.!i.e.,!while!the!conceptualization!
usualy!occurs!to!satisfy!real! life! concepts! or! from! computational!




share! and! anticipate.!In! other! words,! extendable! ontology! means!
that! domain!experts! wil! be!able! to! add! and!design! new! terms! for!





















Resource! Description! Framework! (RDF)! was! developed! by! the! World! Wide! Web!
Consortium! (W3C)! as! a! language! for! processing! metadata.! RDF!provides! the!
interoperability!for!applications!to!exchange!machineKunderstandable!information!on!the!














simple! concepts.! OWL! is! designed! for! the! applications! to! process! the! content! of!








Many!programs!have! been! developed!for! the! development! of! ontology,! notably:!
OntoLingua,! WebOnto,! Protégé,! OilEd! and! OntoEdi.! Most! of! these! tools! provide! an!
integrated!environment!for!the!creation!and!editing!of!ontologies,!eror!and!inconsistency!













a! certain! domain! of! knowledge.! Ontology! developers! can! quickly! access! relevant!
information! whenever! they! need! it! and! can! use! direct! manipulation! to! navigate! and!
manage! ontology.! The! controls! of! the! tree! alow! quick! and! easy! navigation! through! a!
class!hierarchy.!
The!most!Protégé!5!advantages!are!the!plugKins!which!are!additional!modules!that!extend!





3.! Tab! PlugKins,! which! are! knowledgeKbased! applications! usualy! tightly! linked! with!
Protégé!knowledge!bases.!!












entering! class! definition,! and! user! defininition!forms! for! entering! information! about!







In! view! of!(Bermejo! and! Alonso,! 2006),!ontology! is! widely! used! because! it!provides!
particular!benefits!summarized!as!folows:!
1.!Ontologies! clarify! the! structure! of! knowledge:! By! performing! an! ontological!
analysis!of!a!domain,!it!alows!defining!an!efective!vocabulary,!assumptions!and!
the!underlying!conceptualization.!!









5.!Ontologies,! that! focus!on!the! domain! of! software! engineering! of! agent–!based!
systems! do! help! development! teams! and! software! processes,! and! may! even!
render! useful! during! exploitation! phases! as! a! foundation! of! cognitive!
understanding! and! integration! of! agents! including! cognitive! selfKreflection!
capabilities!!
2.7.6.1!Ontologies!in!Transportation!




Zhai! (2007,! pp.! 787K796)! claimed! that! by! using!ontology! to! integrate!transportation!
information! colected! from! diverse!data! sources,! more! valuable! databases!can! be!
established! in!order! to! solve! the! lack!of! data! exchange!among! transport! management!
systems.! First,! he! addressed! the! domain! ontology! for! (ITS)!inteligent! transportation!
system! and! then! developed!a! system! architecture! that! consisted!of! three! main! layers!
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namely:!application! system! layer,! ontology! server! and! data! base! layer! and!
heterogeneous! data! layer.! Furthermore,! he! presented! the! main! technique! for!
transforming!diferent! heterogeneous! data! into! XML! (Extensible! Markup! Language)!
document!among!the!layer’s!system.!Finaly,!he!recommended!ontology!as!a!good!tool!
to! establish! an! integrated! information! platform! for! transport! systems! management! in!
which!many!local!ontologies!that!generated!from!XML!documents!can!be!formed!a!global!
ontology.! However,! even! though! this! paper! is! for! (ITS)! aggregated! information,! it! has!
considered! as! good! evidence! of! the! ability! of! demonstrating! ontology! in! transport!
management!domain.!
!
Pulina!(2014,!pp.!224K229)! established! an! ontology! for! container! terminals!in! terms! of!
yard! storage! and! quayside! operations! which! designed! a! knowledge! base! for!Decision!
Support! System! (DSS)! on!a!daily! bases! form! the! author’s!point! of! view.! First,! he!
addressed!container!terminal!systems!which!compose!of!three!parts!namely:!storage!and!








for! socioKtechnical! systems.! However,! after! inventory! and! structure! phases! was!
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completed!an!ontology!was!used!to!formalize!the!system!in!which!he!recommended!this!




(Grubic!and!Fa,! 2010)! introduced!a!review,!analysis! and! synthesis! of!a!supply!chain’s!
competitive!environment.! In!a!supply! chain! competitive!environment,!the! information!
sharing! among! supply!chain! partners! using! information! systems! is! a! competitive! tool.!
Supply! chain! ontology! has! been! proposed! as! an! important! medium! for! ataining!
information! systems’!interoperability.! Ontology! has! its! origin! in! philosophy,! and! the!














outside! these! boundaries.! (Daniele,! 2013)!argued!that! the! use! of! ontologies! can! be!
beneficial!for!enterprise!interoperability!in!the!logistics!domain!to!support!the!development!
process! of! software! solutions.!He!suggested!an! ontological! approach! for! logistics!that!
balances!the!tradeKof!between!precision!and!pragmatism,!by!combining!topKdown!and!
botomKup!practices!for!ontology!engineering.!!








date!results!in!terms! of! design! models! of!network! dry! port!location.!In! addition,! the!
knowledge!gap!and!foremost!reasons!behind!the!study!have!been!disclosed.!
!
Finaly,! as! this! research!is!aimed!to!design! a! network! model! based! on!an!ontological!
approach,!several!definitions!of!ontology!were!demonstrated!starting!from!philosophy!to!
operation! research! field,! which! is! undoubtedly! consider! as! machineK!understandable!
























To! meet! the! objectives! of! this! research,! this! work!is!structured! in! a!number! of! work!
packages,! which! analyze!the! research’s! input! and! output! based! on! number! of!






data.! However,!a! Systematic! Literature! Review! (SLR)!is!conducted!by! using! a!
combination!of!keywords!to!build!a!comprehensive!research!on!SCOPUS!and!Journals!
of!Transportation!Research!Part!A,!D,!E.!Firstly,!a!minimal!process!to!distinguish!between!
the! findings:! (conference! papers,! editorials,! Articles,! Press! Articles,! etc.)!is! applied.!
Furthermore,! to! sort! and! minimize! papers! per! their! relation! to! the! main! subject! of! the!
research,!a!more! efective!use!of!key! words! and! phrases! that! adhere! to! the! field! of!
research! is!used! to! repeat! the! same! research! with! (Scholar.google.com).! Then,! a!
comprehensive!analysis!is!developed!to!appraise!the!papers!independently.!On!the!other!






The! researcher! conducted! a! comprehensive!review! of! available! secondary! data! about!
the!Mashreq!region!in!terms!of!current!dry!ports!projects.!In!this!context,!the!data!gained,!
either! from! the! free! of! charge! statistic!and! the!annual! reports! of! related! regional! and!






















and! Beirut! in! Lebanon,! were! selected! for! their! locations! in! Mashreq! hinterlands! to!
implement!distribution!scenarios!of!operation!strategies.!
!
Finaly,! Excel! Solver! program! wil! be! used! to! compute! the! cost! and! the! flow! in! each!













scenarios! of! containerized! flows!within!MCs!hinterland!based! on! transport! activities!
interacting!with!facility!locations!(seaport!Kdry!port!and!demand!destination),!which!may!




sector!to! describe! their! operations.! The! authors! propose! an! ontologyKbased! decision!
framework! for! managing! changes! in! government! services.! The! approach! uses! formal!










the! container! movement! requirements! within!the!regional! hinterland! depending!on!
stakeholder!objectives.!It!is!a!semanticKbased!representation!of!transport!activities!within!
regional! network,! based! in!the!presence! of! dry! ports! in!the!transportation! system!to!
formaly!exploit!al! available! scenarios! of! container! routes! which! the!decision! makers!
should!be!aware!of.!
!
However,! in!the! conceptualization! phase,! atributes! wil! be! developed! using! Web!
Ontology!Language/OWL!and!Resource!Description!Framework/RDF!as!folows:!
1.!Define! the! concepts! that! explain! the! network! structure! elements,! which! contain!
nodes!(which!referred!as!Facility!location!in!our!model),!and!links!between!them!
to!formaly!explicit!the!Integrated!Dry!Ports!Network!(IDPN)!configuration.!
2.!Define! the! concepts! to! explain! the! containerized! flows! regarding! two! diferent!
















create! a!set! of!class! and!subKclasses! that! represent! CMRO’s! main! concepts.! Then!
number! of! characteristics! that! describe! concepts! behavior,! such! as! (Functional,!
Symmetric,!transitive!cardinality…etc.)!wil!be!added!to!avoid!any!ambiguities!in!ontology!
mechanism.!Second,!the!number!of!object!properties!wil!be!addressed!in!the!relationship!




Finaly,!a!number! of! Description! Logics/! DL! wil! be! developed! in! relation!to!the! main!






The!historical! data,!as! mentioned! earlier! in! this! chapter,!wil! be! used! to! feed! the!
designated!CMRO!to!produce!container!distribution!scenarios!in!the!Mashreq!region.!
To! determine! Initial! Distribution! Solutions!or! scenarios,! the! CMRO! wil! be! fed! with!a!





CMRO’s! classes! and! subKclasses,!such! as! (Facility_Location,!Seaport,! Dryport,! Link,!









































































































To! meet! the! objectives! of! this! research,! this! work!is!structured! in! a! number! of! work!
















3.!Basic!concepts!and! relationship! of!container!movement!route!ontology!wil! be!
specified!including!facility!locations!and!the!transport!connections!between!them!
according!to!:!(Concept!Definition!K!Object!PropertiesK!Relationship).!!













To!generate!the! available! scenarios! of! container! distribution! in!the!Mashreq! regional!
















a.!To! validate! the! CMRO! outputs!and! achieve! meaningful! results!a!Regional!
Operation!Strategy!alongside!National!Operation!Strategy!of!available!container!
distribution!routes!in!Mashreq!region!wil!be!run!and!compared.!
b.!Excel! Solver!wil! be! used!to! calculate! and! verify! minimum! transport! costs!
associated!with!the!availability!of!flow!distribution!for!obtained!scenarios.!






















are! the! ontology’s! requirements.!Second,!defining! the! concepts! that! wil! be! part! of! the!
ontology,! their! properties! and! relationships.!Third,!formaly! specifying! definitions! and!
constraints! of! the! concepts! identified!using!Resource! Description! Framework!/RDF!
Language!as!formalism.!Fourth,!implementing!the!specifications!in!ProtégéK!OWL!(based!
on!Description!Logic!DL!Queries!service).!It!is!possible,!by!using!Reasoner!in!Protégé!5,!




The! model! focuses!on!achieving! a!sustainable! distribution! of! container! trafic.! We!
consider!strategic!planning!problem!of!defining!sustainable!transport!route!for!container!
trafic! within! an! integrated!regional! hinterland.! First! a! source! ontology! is! designated! in!
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terms! of! container! movement! requirements! and! transport! activities! within!a!regional!
hinterland!that!depends!on!stakeholder!objectives.!Then,!an!experimental!framework!built!










For! a! regional! network! of! dry! port! locations!focusing! on!the!distribution!of!container!
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   Seaport  
 

































National Dry ports 
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single! type! of! commodity,! namely! the! Intermodal! Transport! Unit! (ITU)! which! is! wildly!
known! as!a!container,! the! process! of! locationKalocation! contains! two! steps!and! is!as!
folows:!in!step!(1):!the!government’s!role!(terminal!owner)!is!to!materialize!developing!
new! dry! ports! or! rehabilitate! existing! ones,! and! providing!an!infrastructure! of! network!
connections,!taking!into!consideration!the!shipper’s!(terminal!user)!choice!to!transfer!their!
shipments.!!
In!step! (2)!shippers! (terminal!user)! can! choose! any! route! to! transfer! their! container!
shipments!from!the!seaport!to!demand!centers!either!directly!or!through!dry!port.!Thus,!





















-!Container! transportation!cost,! by! rail! or! road,!is! considered,!while! we! don’t!
conceder!fixed!cost!of!dry!port!construction!and!transportation!link!maintenance!
cost.!





direction,! we! consider! only! single! dry!port! itineraries,! namely!the!originKdry!portK
destination!path,!considering!that!the!origin!of!container!trafic!movement!is!only!from!the!













sustainable! distribution! of! container! trafic,!we!argue!that!the!ontological!approach!wil!
provide! a! comprehensive! understanding! of!a! container!distribution! scenario!domain!of!
knowledge! that! helps! decision! makers!in!the!Mashreq! region,! with! often! conflicting!

























choice! behavior! of! main! stakeholders! namely:! (terminal! userK!terminal! owner!K!and!

















using! Web! Ontology! Language/OWL! and! Resource! Description! Framework/RDF.!
Furthermore,!in!the!formulation!phase!the!ontological!elements!have!been!modeled!using!
open! source! software! Protégé! (5)!and!a!number! of! main! Description! Logic/DL! queries!


















depend! heavily! on! the! researcher's! knowledge! expertise! and! the! status! quo! in! the!
Mashreq!region,! which! wil! be! explained! in! detail! in! the! next! chapter.! In! this! step,! two!





2.!What! are! the! transport! services! availability! at! facility! location! including! seaport! and!
dry!port!facility!locations?!





















































set! of! nodes! and! links! between! them!by! using! the! Resources! Description!Framework!
language/RDF!(which!explained!earlier!in!the!literature!reviewK!section!(2.4.3)).!






























In! our! model! the! main! building! blocks! are:!(Containet_Shipment_Requirement, 
STK_Objectives  Transport_service,  Transport_Activity, Link, and 



























An! Owl! ontology! consist! of!classes,!properties! and!individuals.! However,! the! folowing!
section!wil!provide!suficient!information!on!the!main!component!of!the!CMR!ontology.!
A)Y!Classes!
Ontology! contains!a!set! of!classes! (in! OWL! Class! uses! as! concrete! representation! of!
word! concept),!that! contain!number! of! individuals! (instances).! Classes! are!described!
using! formal! description!for! state! key!requirements! for! membership! of!the!class.!For!
instances,!the!class (Facility_Location) would!contain!al!the!instances!that!are!at!
a!facility! location! in! our!ontology! such! like, (Dryport), (Seaport) and 
(destination). 



































(Homs) ∈ (City) (Provide_Service_To) 
(Hessea_DryPort)∈(DryPort)











As! we! mentioned! before! there! are! two!main!types! of!properties,!object!properties!and!






















An! ontology! domain! of!knowledge! describes!the! distribution! scenario!in! integrated! dry!

















contains! of!nodes!(which!are!referred!to!as!facility! location! in! our! model)! and! links!













- Multimodal transportation 





- Road- Road (Ro-Ro) 
- Rail- Rail (Ra-Ra) 
- Road- Rail (Ro-Ra) 




(Facility_Location)  (City)  
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(City)is_Located_In (Country) 
(Facility_Location) is_Located_In (Country)  
(Facility_Location)!is_A_StartPoint_Of (Link)  
(Facility_Location)!is_An_EndPoint_Of (Link)  
!
(Facility_Location)!is_A_StartPoint_Of (Transport_Route)  
(Facility_Location)!is_An_EndPoint_Of (Transport_Route)  
 
(Facility Location) has_A_Coordinate_Points!(Latitude)  
and 



































between! origin!nodes! (seaports)! and! destination! nodes,!through! dry! port! nodes! as!
folows:!
%!LRo:!Any!link! object! that! has! infrastructure! some!road!infrastructure!connection!
between!nodes.!

































(Link)  (Facility_Location) 
and 
(Link)  (Facility_Location) 
(Link)  (Road) 
or 

























































As! we! mentioned! earlier! in! section! (4.5.1)! the! conceptualization! level!must! carefuly!
define! key! concepts! of! a! certain! domain! to! describe! al! atributes! and! relationships!
between! concepts! over!Network! Ontology! concepts! and! Movement! Ontology.! !In! this!
section,!the!main!concepts!of!Movement!Ontology!which!include:!(Container!Shipment!





























Shipment_Requirment)!some (Objective) and some 





























































































































The$ OWL$ ontology,$ described$ earlier$ enabled$ us$ to$ design$ the$ knowledge$ domain$ of$
container$movement$routes$ using$ concepts$ and$ their$ relationships$that$ hold$ between$
those$as$ demonstrated$ in$ section$ 4.5.1.$ However,$to$ visualize$ the$ developed$ CMRO,$
open$source$software$Protégé$5$was$used$to$define$concepts$as$classes$&$subclasses$









Doing$ so,$a$container’s$ distribution$ scenario$ which$ has$the$lowest$ cost$ and$ maximum$
flow,$wil$be$considered$a$sustainable$distribution$within$a$regional$hinterland.$$
Protégé$5$is$an$open$source$software$that$supports$OWL$ontology$language.$The$highly$




Moreover,$ al$ the$ statements$ of$ CMRO$ can$ be$ checked$ and$ examined$whether$ it$ is$









An$ ontological$approach$of$flow$ network$design$ based$ on$container$ movement$
requirements$ was$introduced$ in$ this$ chapter$in$ order$ to$ satisfy$ multiple$ stakeholders$
objectives.$Precisely,$a$source$ontology$of$container$movement$route$(CMRO)$was$built$
over$ two$major$steps$that$ describe$ al$ available$ container$ movement$ routes$ in$the$




source$ software$ protégé$ 5$ was$ used$ to$ model$ (CMRO)$ concepts$ and$ its$ objective$
properties.$Finaly,$a$new$solution$for$the$problem$of$negotiating$between$stakeholders$at$











































data$to$ build$ up$ certain$ cases$of$ CMRO$ as$case$ specific$ ontology.$Finaly,$description$
logics$query$(DLQ)$service$wil$be$executed$by$reasoning$the$CMRO$results$in$order$to$
obtain$ distribution$ scenarios$of$ two$ main$ scenarios$ of$ operation$ strategy$ (NationalQ
regional).$
As$explained$in$detail$in$Chapter$Four$(section$4.5),$a$theoretical$idea$of$building$up$the$













































6239 6931 6349 6800
8286 7399 6843
1083 1162 1472 1262 1276 1317 1097183 227 146 180 159 180 162
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
Import Export Transit
Year 2005$2006$ 2007$ 2008$ 2009$ 2010$ 2011$
Total Trafic 7322$8093$ 7821$ 8062$ 9562$ 8716$ 7940$
Import 6239$6931$ 6349$ 6800$ 8286$ 7399$ 6843$
Export  1083$1162$ 1472$ 1262$ 1276$ 1317$ 1097$
Transit 183$ 227$ 146$ 180$ $ 180$ 162$




$ 4703678$ 5390787$ 5629872$ 6085280$ 5775178$ 5176022$
Bulk Cargo 3461378$ 3389471$ 2429894$ 2431870$ 3478188$ 2893148$ 2764182$

























































2732 2994 2948 2172 1697 2730 2187
2760
1945 1679 1886 2336 1632 1589































Year% 2005% 2006% 2007% 2008% 2009% 2010% 2011%
Containerised%
Cargo% 221041$ 317112$ 198771$ 323307$ 527948$ 509201$ 463597$
Bulk%Cargo% 9422233$ 9455742$ 9436789$ 10443206$ 11897593$ 10207690$ 8786433$
Total% 9643274% 9772854% 9635560% 10766513% 12425541% 10716891% 9250030%
Year% 2005$ 2006$ 2007$ 2008$ 2009$ 2010$ 2011$
Containerised%
Cargo% 55570$ 46729$ 38366$ 58222$ 67082$ 78973$ 64673$
Bulk%Cargo% 906240$ 824215$ 607066$ 272245$ 222329$ 415791$ 151789$
Phosphate% 1,769,909$ 2,122,989$ 2,302,102$ 1,841,895$ 1,408,055$ 2,237,509$ 1,970,175$











































































































Year$ 2005$ 2006$ 2007$ 2008$ 2009$ 2010$ 2011$
Containerised$Cargo$ 1.939.4$ 1.823.3$ 2.390.8$ 2.740.7$3.069.4$ 3.284.9$ 3.333.1$
NoneQContainerised$
Cargo$ 1.810.6$ 1.736.8$ 2.034.9$ 2.164.8$2.585.0$ 2.372.5$ 2.549.7$
Total$ 3.750.0$ 3.560.1$ 4.425.7$ 4.905.5$5.654.4$ 5.657.4$ 5.882.8$
Year$ 2005$ 2006$ 2007$ 2008$ 2009$ 2010$ 2011$
Containerised$Cargo$ 442.4$ 400.5$$ 502.6$ 571.9$ 475.3$ 500.3$ 534.6$
NoneQContainerised$
Cargo$ 315.1$ 316.9$ 393.7$ 272.5$ 193.7$ 320.6$ 289.2$






















In$ this$ step,$ after$completing$the$ seting$ up$ of$ the$ Description$ Logics$ Syntax$ as$
demonstrated$in$previous$chapter$(Task$12),$we$are$now$continuing$to$model$and$obtain$
Features/Unite Beirut%Port% Latakia%Port%Tartous%Port%
Port$Area$(Sq.m)$ 2.000.000$ 2.800.000$ 3.000.000$
Container$Yards$(Sq.m)$ 500.000$ 690.000$ 252.000$
Approach$Channel$Depth$(m)$ 15.5$ 14.5$ 14.5$
Designated$Capacity$(Milion)$ 9.0 5.6 12.0 
Containers$Designated$Capacity$(TEU/Year)$ 700 800 600 
Maximum$Vessels$Depth$(m)$ 15.5 12.30 12.20 
Work$Hours$(hour/Day)$ 24 24 24 
Containers$operations$(TEU/Day)$ 1200 600 400 
Number$of$Containers$Quays$ 2 2 1 
Length$of$Containers$Quays$(m)$ 880 775 545 

















2.$What$ are$ the$ possibilities$ of$ container$ movement$ scenarios$ in$the$presence$ of$ dry$
ports?$
3.$What$is$the$beneficial$distribution$scenario$choice$for$main$players?$














































































each$ seaport$ to$ each$ Mashreq$countries$ (SyriaQ$LebanonQ$Jordan$ and$ Iraq)$ wil$ be$
calculated$ using$ (Excel$ solver$ software)$ depending$on$ Mashreq$ network$ atributes$



















As$ we$ mentioned$ previously$ in$Chapter$ Four,$in$ (section$4.2$ Problem$ formulation$ and$
definitions),$there$are$two$main$types$of$components$in$conceptual$regional$network$of$
dry$port$locations:$nodes%and$links$on$which$a$set$of$originQdestination$and$candidate$

































are$ a$ series$ of$ specific$ nodes$ within$ supply$–demand$ network$ and$ not$ al$ the$ network$
nodes.$While,$the$source$determining$the$number$of$hubs$to$locate$is$endogenous$as$the$
number$ of$ dry$ port$ nodes$ to$ locate$ is$ not$ known$ and$ wil$ be$ determined$as$part$of$the$












































































































2.$Regional$ Operation$ Strategy$(R.O.S)$ in$ which$the$national$authority$ of$a$seaport$
can$transfer$containerized$volumes$to$any$dry$port$within$regional$hinterland.$
%










examined.$First,$ a$ base$ scenario$ of$ current$distribution$ system$ in$ terms$ of$ national$
operation$ strategy$for$Latakia$ seaport$ in$ Syria$ and$ Beirut$ seaport$ in$ Lebanon$wil$ be$
examined$into$MCF/Excel$solver$to$identify$the$cost$and$associated$flows$of$the$available$
containers$ distribution$ within$ the$ current$ network.$Then,$ a$ compression$ between$a$
national$base$scenario$and$a$regional$base$scenario$wil$be$conducted.$
Container$distribution$scenarios$wil$be$introduced$to$essentialy$include:$
1.$(National% base% Scenario):%where$ seaports$ can$ send$ their$containerized$cargo$
only$via$operated$dry$ports$within$the$national$hinterland.$
2.$%(Regional% base% Scenario):%where$ al$ seaports$ can$ send$ containers$volumes$
through$operated$dry$ports$in$the$regional$hinterland.$
Then,$ additional$ scenario$ wil$ be$ examined$(Third$ Scenario),$considering$ the$ regional$
base$scenario$with$a$new$dry$ports$candidates$in$MCs$that$are$at$a$distance$from$seaports$













benefit$ from$a$50%$ discount$ if$ traveled$ through$ dry$ ports,$ as$ the$ vehicles$ wil$ be$ fuly$
loaded$ thanks$ to$the$consolidation$ of$ cargo$ in$ dry$port.$ Otherwise$ if$ containers$ moved$


























Latakia_SP$ 2928473$ Latakia_SP$ 4390659$ Latakia_SP$ 4137417$





































Damascus$ City$destination$ 1711000$ 225843.60$ 330857.40$ 346592.54$
Aleppo$
Governorate$ City$destination$ 4868000$ 642552.11$ 941328.95$ 986097.31$
Homs$
Governorate$ City$destination$ 1803000$ 237987.15$ 348647.51$ 365228.73$
Latakia$
Governorate$ City$destination$ 1890000$ 249470.72$ 365470.77$ 382852.08$
Tartous$ City$destination$ 283571$ 37429.98$ 54834.35$ 57442.19$























destination$ 163554$ 21588.33$ 31626.56$ 33130.68$
Tripoli$
City$




destination$ 540000$ 71277.35$ 104420.22$109386.31$
Balbak$
City$
destination$ 82608$ 10903.85$ 15973.97$ 16733.67$
Beirut$
City$
















































Baghdad$ City$destination$ 7665000$1011742.38$1482187.01$ 1552677.86$
Mosul$ City$destination$ 664221$ 87673.91$ 128440.93$ 134549.41$
Basrah$ City$destination$ 2150000$ 283789.45$ 415747.17$ 435519.56$
Anbar$ City$destination$ 1561000$ 206044.34$ 301851.78$ 316207.46$
Nineveh$
Governorate$City$destination$ 3300000$ 435583.80$ 638123.57$668471.8786$

















































Lebanon% Beirut$ Tripoli$ Sida$ Bekka$Valey$ Baalbek$ Q$






Link!Origin! Link!Destination! Road?Length/Km! Cost! MinCFlow!
Rail?
Length/Km! Cost! MinCFlow! Cost!Road! Cost!Rail!
Latakia_SP! Sbenih! 356! 2.4! 0! 356! 1.6! 560000! 0! 318976000!
Latakia_SP! Maslamia! 181! 2.4! 500000! 296! 1.6! 0! 217200000! 0!
Sbenih_DP&Damascus! 13! 2.4! 0! 13! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Aleppo!Governorate! 366! 2.4! 0! 366! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Homs!Governorate! 170! 2.4! 0! 170! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Latakia!Governorate!! 342! 2.4! 0! 342! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Tartous! 260! 2.4! 0! 260! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Eastern!district/Syria!! 459! 2.4! 0! 459! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Sida! 153! 2.4! 0! ! - - 0! !!
"! Tripoli! 192! 2.4! 0! ! - ! 0! !!
"! Bekaa!Valey! 102! 2.4! 0! ! - ! 0! !!
"! Baalbek! 106! 2.4! 0! ! - ! 0! !!
"! Beirut! 121! 2.4! 0! ! - ! 0! !!
"! Irbid! 131! 2.4! 0! ! - ! 0! !!
"! Amman! 194! 2.4! 126527.135! ! - ! 58911034.3! !!
"! Aqaba! 517! 2.4! 24836.1965! ! - ! 30816752.6! !!
"! Baghdad! 842! 2.4! 202592.329! ! - ! 409398579! !!
"! Mosul! 879! 2.4! 0! ! - ! 0! !!
"! Basrah! 1354! 2.4! 0! ! - ! 0! !!
"! Anbar?Ramadi! 726! 2.4! 206044.339! ! - ! 359011656! !!
"! Nineveh!Governorate! 852! 2.4! 0! ! - ! 0! !!
&Link!Origin! Link!Destination! ! Road?Length/Km! Cost! MinCFlow!
Rail?
Length/Km! Cost! MinCFlow! Cost!Road! Cost!Rail!
Maslamia_DP* Damascus( ( 379( 2.4( 0( 379( 1.6( 0( 0( 0(
"( Aleppo(Governorate( 22( 2.4( 0( 22( 1.6( 0( 0( 0(
"( Homs(Governorate( 208( 2.4( 0( 208( 1.6( 0( 0( 0(
"( Latakia(Governorate(( 198( 2.4( 0( 198( 1.6( 0( 0( 0(
"( Tartous( ( 268( 2.4( 0( 268( 1.6( 0( 0( 0(
"( Eastern(district/Syria(( 406( 2.4( 0( 406( 1.6( 0( 0( 0(
"( Sida( ( 435( 2.4( 0( !( - - 0( -(
"( Tripoli( ( 308( 2.4( 0( !( - - 0( -(
"( Bekaa(Valey( 352( 2.4( 0( ( !  !( (
"( Baalbek( ( 318( 2.4( 0( !( - - 0( -(
"( Beirut( ( 391( 2.4( 0( !( - - 0( -(
"( Irbid( ( 514( 2.4( 0( !( - - 0( -(
"( Amman( ( 578( 2.4( 0( !( - - 0( -(
"( Aqaba( ( 900( 2.4( 0( !( - - 0( -(
"( Baghdad( ( 1052( 2.4( 0( !( - - 0( -(
"( Mosul( ( 611( 2.4( 87673.912( !( - - 128565025( -(
"( Basrah( ( 1563( 2.4( 0( !( - - 0( -(
"( Anbar!Ramadi( ( 936( 2.4( 0( !( - - 0( -(









Link!Origin* Link!Destination( ( Road?Length/Km( Cost( MinCFlow( Rail?Length/Km( Cost( MinCFlow( Cost!Road( Cost!Rail(
Latakia_SP*Damascus( ( 334( 4.8( 0( 334( 3.2( 0( 0( 0(
"( Aleppo(Governorate( 181( 4.8( 0( 181( 3.2( 642552.108( 0( 372166181(
"( Homs(Governorate( 177( 4.8( 0( 177( 3.2( 237987.151( 0( 134795922(
"( Latakia(Governorate(( 3.8( 4.8( 0( 3.8( 3.2( 249470.724( 0( 3033564(
"( Tartous( ( 85( 4.8( 0( 85( 3.2( 37429.9802( 0( 10180954.6(
"( Eastern(district/Syria( 541( 4.8( 0( 541( 3.2( 275266.129( 0( 476540722(
"( Sida( ( 264( 4.8( 0( !( ! ! 0( !(
"( Tripoli( ( 148( 4.8( 0( !( ! ! 0( !(
"( Bekaa(Valey( 307( 4.8( 0( !( ! ! !( (
"( Baalbek( ( 273( 4.8( 0( !( ! ! 0( !(
"( Beirut( ( 4.2( 4.8( 0( !( ! ! 0( !(
"( Irbid( ( 855( 4.8( 0( !( ! ! 0( !(
"( Amman( ( 532( 4.8( 402509.193( !( ! ! 1027847476( !(
"( Aqaba( ( 855( 4.8( 0( !( ! ! 0( !(
"( Baghdad( ( 1021( 4.8( 0( !( ! ! 0( !(
"( Mosul( ( 799( 4.8( 0( !( ! ! 0( !(
"( Basrah( ( 1533( 4.8( 0( !( ! ! 0( !(" Anbar!Ramadi( ( 906( 4.8( 0( !( ! ! 0( !(





Link!Origin* Link!Destination( ( Road?Length/Km( Cost( MinCFlow( Rail?Length/Km(Cost MinCFlow Cost!Road( Cost!Rail(
Beirut_SP* Damascus( ( 113( 4.8( 225843.602( !( ! ! 122497570( !(
"( Aleppo(Governorate( ( 369( 4.8( 0(
!( ! ! 0( !(
"( Homs(Governorate(( 186( 4.8( 0( !( ! ! 0( !(
"( Latakia(Governorate(( ( 230( 4.8( 0(
!( ! ! 0( !(
"( Tartous( ( 143( 4.8( 0( !( ! ! 0( !(
"( Eastern(district/Syria(( ( 537( 4.8( 0(
!( ! ! 0( !(
"( Sida( ( 80( 4.8( 21588.3253( !( ! ! 8289916.9( !(
"( Tripoli( ( 44( 4.8( 30279.4101( !( ! ! 6395011.42( !(
"( Bekaa(Valey( 52( 4.8( 71277.3497( ( ! ! !( (
"( Baalbek( ( 87( 4.8( 10903.8506( !( ! ! 4553447.99( !(
"( Beirut( ( 62( 4.8( 252915.796( !( ! ! 75267740.8( !(
"( Irbid( ( 307( 4.8( 233652.168( !( ! ! 344309835( !(
"( Amman( ( 629( 4.8( 0( !( ! ! 0( !(
"( Aqaba( ( 934( 4.8( 0( !( ! ! 0( !(
"( Baghdad( ( 919( 4.8( 809150.051( !( ! ! 3569322703( !(
"( Mosul( ( 1446( 4.8( 0( !( ! ! 0( !(
"( Basrah( ( 890( 4.8( 283789.448( !( ! ! 1212348521( !(
"( Anbar!Ramadi( ( 892( 4.8( 0( !( ! ! 0( !(
"( Nineveh(Governorate( ( 839( 4.8( 0( !( ! ! 0( !(













&   Sea&ports Latakia&Seaport& Syrian'' Lebanon' Jordan' Iraqi'
'



















































Sbenih_DP$Maslamia_DP$ Abu$Graib_DP$ Sbenih_DP$ Maslamia_DP$Abu$Graib_DP$
Latakia_SP$ 560000# 0# N/A# 0# 500000# N/A#















Sbenih_DP$ Amman$ Road$ 126527.135$ 58911034.3$
529036.329&
$
Sbenih_DP$ Aqaba$ Road$ 24836.1965$ 30816752.6$
24836.1965&
$


































CMR$ From$ Via$ By$ To$ By$ Flows$ Cost$
CMR$(Sn1)$ Latakia_SP$Sbenih_DP$ Rail$ Amman$ Road$ 126527.135$58911034.3$
CMR$(Sn2)$ "& "$ "$ Aqaba$ "& 24836.1965&30816752.6$
CMR$(Sn3)$ "$ "$ "$ Baghdad$ "& 206044.339&359011656&








CMR$ From$ Via$ By$ To$ By$ Flows$ Cost$
CMR$(Mn1)$ Latakia_SP# Maslamia_DP# Road# Mosul# Road# 87673.912& 128565025&












In# addition,# the# remaining# quantity# of# containers# Origin# from# Latakia# SP# was# either#






City$Destination$ Flows$ Link$Type$ Cost$ Demand$
Latakia_SP$ Aleppo&Governorate$ 642552.108$ Rail$ 372166181$ 642552.108&
Latakia_SP$ Homs&Governorate$ 237987.151$ Rail$ 134795922$ 237987.151&
Latakia_SP$ Latakia&Governorate&$ 249470.724$ Rail$ 3033564$ 249470.724&
Latakia_SP$ Tartous$ 37429.9802$ Rail$ 10180954.6$ 37429.9802&
Latakia_SP$ Eastern&district/Syria&$ 275266.129$ Rail$ 476540722$ 275266.129&
Latakia_SP$ Amman& 402509.193& Road$ 1027847476& 529036.329&



























Beirut_SP$ Sida$ 21588.3253$ Road$ 8289916.9$ 21588.3253&
Beirut_SP$ Tripoli$ 30279.4101$ Ro$ 6395011.42$ 30279.4101&
Beirut_SP$ Bekaa&Valey$ 71277.3497$ Ro$ 17790826.5$
71277.3497&
$
Beirut_SP$ Baalbek$ 10903.8506$ Ro$ 4553447.99$ 10903.8506&
Beirut_SP$ Beirut$ 252915.796$ Ro$ 75267740.8$ 252915.796&
Beirut_SP$ Irbid$ 233652.168$ Ro$ 344309835$ 233652.168&
Beirut_SP$ Baghdad& 809150.051& Ro$ 3569322703& 1011742.38&







While#in# terms# of#the#regional#base# scenario,#the# results# from# MCF# model# have#been#
ilustrated#in#table#(6.16)#and#table#(6.17).##In#a#regional#operation#strategy,#seaports#in#









Sbenih_DP$ Maslamia_DP$ Abu$Graib_DP$ Sbenih_DP$ Maslamia_DP$ Abu$Graib_DP$
Latakia_SP$ 0$ 0$ 6& 0$ 0$ 110000$
















Sbenih_DP$ Aqaba$ Road$ 24836.19651$ 30816752.62$ 24836.1965&
Sbenih_DP$ Baghdad$$ Road$ 535163.8035$ 1081459014$ 1011742.38&
Maslamia_DP$ Baghdad$ Road$ 364512.7302& 920321741.3& 1011742.38&






Road$ 47813.35777& 66900450.19& 435583.804&









CMR$ From$ Via$ By$ To$ By$ Flows$ Cost$
CMR$(Sr1)$ Beirut_SP# Sbenih_DP# Road# Aqaba# Road# 24836.19651#30816752.62#














CMR$(Mr1)$ Beirut_SP# Maslamia_DP# Road# Baghdad# Road# 364512.7302# 920321741.3#
CMR$(Mr2)$ "& "# "# Mosul# "& 87673.91199& 128565024.5#






CMR$ From$ Via$ By$ To$ By$ Flows$ Cost$




















Latakia_SP$ Aleppo&Governorate$ 642552.1077$ Rail$ 372166180.8$ 642552.108&




Latakia_SP$ Latakia&Governorate&$ 249470.7238$ Rail$ 3033564.002$ 249470.724&
Latakia_SP$ Tartous$ 37429.98023$ Rail$ 10180954.62$ 37429.9802&
Latakia_SP$ Eastern&district/Syria&$ 275266.1287$ Rail$ 476540722$ 275266.129&
Latakia_SP$ Beirut& 252915.7957& Road$ 5098782.442& 252915.796&
Latakia_SP$ Amman& 529036.3286& Road$ 1027847476& 529036.329&
Latakia_SP$ Anbar6Ramadi& 206044.3386& Road$ 896045619.6& 206044.339&











base# scenario# and# (8646748050# S.P)# for# the# regional# base# scenario,#Latakia# seaport#








































Seaport# Syria$ Lebanon$ Jordan$ Iraqi$
$
Beirut#













Nodes& Sea&ports& & Dry&ports& &   






& & & Maslamia& 0' 6& 6&
  & Hessia_DP& &   
  & 6& &   











for# the# third#scenario# part# (1).#Where,# Latakia_SP# met# the# capacity# of# Maslamia_DP#










Road# Rail# Road# Rail#
Sbenih_DP$ 0# 0# 560000# N/A#
Maslamia_DP$ 500000# 0# 0# N/A#
Abu$Graib_DP$ 0# 0# 110000# N/A#

















Sbenih_DP$ Amman$ Road$ 529036.3286$ 246319314.6$ 529036.329&
Sbenih_DP$ Aqaba$ Road$ 24836.19651$ 30816752.62$ 24836.1965&
Maslamia_DP$ Mosul$ Road$ 64416.19648& 94459910.52& 87673.912&
Maslamia_DP$ Nineveh$
Governorate$
Road$ 435583.8035& 609468857.9& 435583.804&
Abu$Graib$ Baghdad$ Road$ 110000& 7656000& 1011742.38&
Hessia_DP$ Irbid$ Road$ 227524.6932& 142521467.8& 233652.168&
Hessia_DP$
Baghdad$






































CMR$ From$ Via$ By$ To$ By$ Flows$ Cost$
CMR$(S3,1)$ Beirut_SP$ Sbenih_DP$ Road$ Irbid$ Road$ 6127.474856$1926478.095$
CMR$(S3,2)$ "& "$ "$ Amman$ "& 529036.3286&246319314.6$






CMR$ From$ Via$ By$ To$ By$ Flows$ Cost$
CMR$(M3,1)$ Latakia_SP# Maslamia_DP# Road# Mosul# Road# 64416.19648& 94459910.52&













CMR$ From$ Via$ By$ To$ By$ Flows$ Cost$
















Hessia_DP# Road# Homs# Rail# 110000& 7656000&









CMR$(H3,4)$ "# "# "& Baghdad& "& 901742.38& 1878509726&
CMR$(H3,5)$ "# "# "& Mosul& "& 23257.71551& 43036076.77&
CMR$(H36,)$ "# "# "& Basrah& "& 283789.4477& 941953935&















Road# Rail# Road# Rail#
Sbenih_DP$ 0# 0# 560000# N/A#
Maslamia_DP$ 500000# 0# 0# N/A#
Abu$Graib_DP$ 0# 0# 110000# N/A#
Hessia_DP$ 0# 1246104.392# 409507.462& N/A&













CMR$ From$ Via$ By$ To$ By$ Flows$ Cost$
CMR$(S3’,1)$ Beirut_SP$ Sbenih_DP$ Road$ Irbid$ Road$ 30963.67136$9734978.276$






CMR$ From$ Via$ By$ To$ By$ Flows$ Cost$


















CMR$ From$ Via$ By$ To$ By$ Flows$ Cost$
















Hessia_DP# Road# Homs# Rail# 237987.1508& 14088839.33&




CMR$(H3’,3)$ "# "# "& Baghdad& Road& 901742.38& 1878509726&
CMR$(H3’,4)$ "# "# "& Basrah& "& 34571.85642& 114750905.8&
















CMR$ From$ Via$ By$ To$ By$ Flows$ Cost$
CMR$(T3,1)$ Beirut_SP# Tripoli_DP# Road# Irbid# Road# 202688.4967&& 155664765.4&&
CMR$(T3,2)$ "# "# "# Aqaba# "# 24836.19651&& 42082451.36&&
CMR$(T3,3)$ "# "# "# Basrah# "# 249217.5913&& 872660317.8&&








































Scenario$$ 8255636547& 1315693344& 9571329891&
Regional$Base$
Scenario$$ 7650030707& 996717343.6& 8646748050&









































In# this# scenario,# in# addition# to# the# (Hesia_DP)# in# Syria# and#(Tripoli_DP)# in# Lebanon,# a#








Nodes& Sea&ports& & Dry&ports& &   






& & & Maslamia& 0' 6& 6&


























Road# Rail# Road# Rail#
Sbenih_DP$ 0# 0# 560000# N/A#
Maslamia_DP$ 500000# 0# 0# N/A#
Abu$Graib_DP$ 0# 0# 110000# N/A#
Hessia_DP$ 0# 1283534.373& 0& N/A&
Tripoli_DP$ 0# 0& 378105.7813& N/A#












CMR$ From$ Via$ By$ To$ By$ Flows$ Cost$
CMR$(S4,1)$ Beirut_SP# Sbenih_DP# Road# Damascus# Rail#
225843.6024&4697546.929&
CMR$(S4,2)$ "& "# "# Basrah# "& 128112.0591&416312947.1#






CMR$ From$ Via$ By$ To$ By$ Flows$ Cost$



























CMR$ From$ Via$ By$ To$ By$ Flows$ Cost$
































CMR$(T4,1)$ Beirut_SP# Tripoli_DP# Road# Homs# Road# 131461.2868&& 32497230.1&&
CMR$(T4,2)$ "# "# "# Tartous# "# 37429.98023&& 5524665.081&&
CMR$(T4,3)$ "# "# "# Tripoli# "# 30279.41011&& 290682.337&&
CMR$(T4,4)$ "& "& "& Mosul& "&
23257.71551& 46775917.43&









CMR$ From$ Via$ By$ To$ By$ Flows$ Cost$
CMR$(F4,1)$ Beirut_SP# Mafraq_DP# Road# Irbid# Road# 233652.168& 28038260.16&
CMR$(F4,2)$ "# "# Road# Amman# "# 529036.3286& 83799354.46&






















National$Base$Scenario$$ 8255636547& 1315693344& 9571329891&
Regional$Base$Scenario$$ 7650030707& 996717343.6& 8646748050&
Third$Scenario$ 5519690703# 959139321.9# 6478830025#






on# the# relationship# between# seaports# and# dry# ports#in#this#chapter,#a# network#Q#based#
ontology#model#for#optimizing#the#regional#seaport#Q#dry#port#system#was#developed#and#





has# been#set# up# in# order# to# test,# verify# and# calculate# the#CMRO# outputs# and# achieve#











































The# thesis#problem#was# about#snowbaling#transport# distribution# system# complexity# in#
decision#making#level,#especialy,#when#some#of#main#stakeholders#take#decision#about#
a#certain#container#shipment#route#that#meets#their#own#objective#without#concern#about#















the# status# quo# of#a#dry# port# presence# in# the#transport# network# system# of# the#Mashreq#
region# as# a# new# concept# necessary# to# develop# and# adapt# to# enrich#the# investment#
environment#in#such#transit#countries.#
In#our#work,#we#have#carefuly#studied#how#to#determine#which#strategy#is#best#in#a#given#














hinterland# to# evaluate# dry# port# location# decisions#based# on# operating# strategies.# The#
thesis#also#presents#a#comparison#between#regional#and#national#scenarios#based#on#the#
availability#of#a#transport#network#of#conditions#in#the#region#throughout#a#case#study.#The#















1.#This#research#applies#(CMRO)#as#a#source# and# reusable# ontology#for#available#
distributed# scenarios# generated# in#regional# hinterland# of# four# Mashreq# countries#to#







3.#The# future# work# should#concentrate#on#enhancing#the#mapping# of# various# types# of#
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has_Equipment some Long_Vihecle) 
and#




has_Equipment some Locomotive) 
and#











































































































































































(Road_Transport_Route) Consist_Of#only (Road_Link) 
(Rail_Transport_Route) Consist_Of#only (Rail_Link) 
(Multimodal_Transport_Route) Consist_Of#some (Rail_Link) 
 and Consist_Of some (Road_Link) 
 
(Transport_Route)#has_A_StartPoint#some (Facility_Location = some 
Origin = some SeaPort) 
and 
(Transport_Route) has_An_EndPoint#some (Facility_Location = some 

























































































Both# classes# and# subclasses# need# to#disjointed#as# subclasses# inherited# the# same#
Characteristics#of# their# SupperQclass,# doing# so,# any# ambiguous# situation# would# be#
avoided.#
To# name# the# OWL# classes,# ProtégéOWLTutorial/#CamelBack# notation/# Stanford#
University#was#folowed.#Al#CMRO#components#should#start#with#a#capital#leter#without#
spaces#between# words# or# alternatively,# underscores# were# used# to# join# words.# For#
instance,#‘Infrastructure’, ‘Transport_Service’ and#‘A_StartPoint’.# However,# it# is# highly#
recommended#to#keep#the#ontology#consistent.#



























more# than# one# of# these# classes.# In# CMRO,# for# example,# ‘Facility_Location”#and#
‘Geografical_Location’#have#been#disjointed#from#each#other.#This#ensure#that#instances#
which# asserted# to# be#member#of# one# of# them# cannot# be# member# of# the# other#one.# An#
individual#cannot#be#member#of#‘DryPort’ which#is#subclass#of#‘Facility_Location”#and#may#
has# values# such# as#(Addra_DP, Baghdad_DP ..etc.)#and# at# the# same# time# member# in#
$& 218&
‘City’# which# is# subclass# of# ‘Geografical_Location’ and# has# values# such# as#(Damascus, 

























































‘Object# Property’# which# represent# relationship# between#two# individuals#and# ‘Datatype#
Properties’# that# characterize#relationship# between# individuals# and# data# values.# In# this#




case,# type# a#‘has_A_StartPoint’#using#‘Name$ dialog’#that# pops# up# when# hiting#
‘Add’#buton.##












































Is_Located_In# "# Q# "# "# Q#
has_A_StartPoint# "# Q# Q# Q# Q#
has_An_EndPoint# "# Q# Q# Q# Q#
has_Objective# "# Q# Q# Q# Q#
has_Infrastructure# "# Q# Q# Q# Q#
has_Transport_Cost# "# Q# Q# Q# Q#













































































































OWL#Syntax# DL#syntax# Manchester OWL Syntax 
SubClassOf# C1#⊑#C2# - 
EquivalentClass# C1#=#C2# - 
ComplementOf# ¬#C1# NOT C1 
Intersection#Of#(and)# C1#⊓#C2# C1 And C2 
UnionOf#(or)# C1#⊔#C2# C1 or C2 
one#of# {a}#⊔{b}# {a b …} 
SomeValuesFrom# ∃#P#C# P SOME C 
P ONLY C 
P MIN 3 
P MAX 3 
P EXACTLY 3 





First,# we# wil# start# with# the#Tansport_Activity#class,# which# represents# al# Activities# that#
transfer#containers#between#facilities#locations#that#represent#originQdestination#pairs#in#
the#system.#Transport_Activity#individuals#{Road_Activity, Rail_Activity}#are#performed#by#
{Transport_Equipment}#on# specific# {Transport_Route}.#Properties# of (Tansport_Activity)#
class#are:#Moves,#Executed_On,#is_Accomplish,#Interact_With,#Performed_Using.##
 












Container_Shipment class has year operation denoted how many containerized flows 
{TEU} went out from origin seaport per year. 
TEU ⊔ has_Weight per year # {integer, Ton} 
TEU⊔ has_Size per year # {integer, Number} 
 
Tansport_Activity class# executed# on#Link#class# starting# from# freight# origin# in#
{NmeSeaport}#and#heading#to#{DestinationCity}#throughout#{NameDry#port}.#Link#class#is:#
Road_Link ⊔ Rail_Link# ⊑Link#
Facility_ocation∃#has_A_StartPoint ⊑Link 






class#Tansport_Activity#is# accomplished#Transport_Servise#class# which# has# individuals#
{Road_Servise, Rail_Servise}.#Transport_Servise#class#is:#




Decimal#∃#has_#unit Cost ⊑ Transport_Servise#
unit Cost # {Road_Unitcost, Rail_UnitCost} 
 
class#Tansport_Activity#performed# by#Tansport_Equipment class# which# has# two#
individuals#{LongVehicle,#Locomotive}.#Tansport_Equipment class#is:#
{Locomotive, LongVehicle} #Transport_Servise 
 
Tansport_Activity class# interact# with# Location#class# which# has# individuals#
{Facility_Location, Geographical_Location,#Placemark}.#Location#class#Property#is:##
Facility_Location ⊔ Geographical_Location#⊔#Placemark#⊑ Location 
 {Country, City} #Geographical_Location 
{Latitude, Longitude} #Placemark 
{SeaPort, DryPort} #Facility_Location  
Literal#∃#has_ Facility_LocationName ⊑ Facility location 
Facility_LocationName # {country, city, seaport, dryport,} 
#
Both Country class#and City is#a#subclass#of geographical Location class#which#has#an#
atribute#caled#(CityName). An#individual City is {city} and#it#has#a#property is_Located_In 
with#the#class Country. 
{Country, City} #Geographical_Location 
$& 233&
City ⊑ ∃ is_Located_In. Country {country} 
Only# individual {Syria} and#individual {Lebanon} of#Country class# has# a# property 
has_A_SeaPort.  
SeaPort {LatakiaPort} ⊔ is_Located_In Syria 
SeaPort {BeirutPort} ⊔ is_Located_In Lebanon 
DryPort {Hp, He} ⊔ is_Located_In City  
SeaPort ⊔ is_Located_In City 





























































































(Facility_location) and Property (is_LocatedIn) Value 
(Geographical_Location) 
Facility_location # {SeaPort, DryPort} 
(Geographical_Location) #{Country, City} 
Result (1.1):$
Dl query:  
(Facility_location= DryPort) and is_LocatedIn Value 
(Geographical_Location= Country= Syria) 
Country # {Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, Iraq} 
Reasoner     /Executed/  
Results:  
All Dry Ports Instances that located in Syria. (i.e.: Addra_Dp, 
Hssea_Dp, SHiekh_Najar_Dp…. etc.) 
 
Result (1.2):$
Dl query:  
 (Facility_location= SeaPort) and is_LocatedIn Value 
(Geographical_Location= City= Beirut) 
$& 237&
city # {Damascus, Homs, Beirut, Baghdad, … etc.} 
Reasoner     /Executed/  
Results:  
All Sea Ports Instances that located in Beirut City. (i.e.: 
Beirut_Sp, …) 
 
















(Link) and Property (has_A_StartPoint) Value (Location)  
$& 238&
Latakia_SeaPort some Facility_Location 
With:  
Domain: Link and Range: Location 
Link # (Rail_Link, Road_Link} 
Location # {Geographical_Locatio, Facility_location} 
(Geographical_Location) #{Country, City} 
Facility_location # {SeaPort, DryPort} 
Result (2.1):$
Dl query: (Link) and has_A_StartPoint Value (SeaPort = Latakia) 
Domain: Link and Range: Facility_Location 
Reasoner     /Executed/  
Results: 
All Link Instances that start from Latakia seaport in Syria. (i.e.: 










(Link) and Property (has_An_EndPoint) Value (Location)  
Links has_An_EndPoint some Location  
Link # (Rail_Link, Road_Link} 
Location # {Geographical_Locatio, Facility_location} 
(Geographical_Location) #{Country, City} 
Facility_location # {SeaPort, DryPort} 
Result (2.2):$
Dl query: (Link) and has_An_EndPoint Value (DryPort = Adra_DP) 
Domain: Link and Range: Facility_Location 
Reasoner     /Executed/  
Results:  
All  Link Instances that  ended  at  Adra_DP  in  Syria. (i.e.: 





(Link) and Property (has_An__Infrastructure) Value 
(Infrastructure)  
$& 240&
Rail_Links has Infrastructure some Rail  
With:  
Domain: Link and Range: Infrastructure 
Link # (Rail_Link, Road_Link} 
Infrastructure # {Rail, Road} 
Result (2.3):$
Dl query: (Link) and has_An_Infrastructure Value (Road= Latakia to 
Homs) 
Domain: Link and Range: Infrastructure 
Reasoner     /Executed/  
Results: 
All Link Instances that have road Infrastructure start from Latakia 
to  Homs  city  in  Syria. (i.e.: Latakia_SP_To_Adra_City, 



























(Link) class and  Property  (has_A_StartPoint)  Value 
(Facility_location = Seaport) and Property (has_An_EndPoint) Value 
(Facility_location = Dryport)  
Facility_location # {SeaPort, DryPort} 
$& 242&
Result (3.1):$
Dl query: (Link) and has_A_StartPoint Value (SeaPort = Latakia) 
And has_An_EndPoint Value (DryPort = Adra_DP) 
Domain: Link and Range: Facility_Location 
Domain: Link and Range: Facility_Location 
 
Reasoner     /Executed/  
Results: 
All Link Instances that start from Latakia seaport in Syria and 
end at Adra DryPort.  
$
3.2$Section$two$(DryportQDestination)$Links:$
(Link) class and  Property  (has_A_StartPoint)  Value 
(Facility_location = DryPort) and Property (has_An_EndPoint) Value 
(Geographical_location = City)  
Facility_location # {SeaPort, DryPort} 
(Geographical_Location) #{Country, City} 
Result (3.2):$
Dl query: (Link) and has_A_StartPoint Value (DryPort= Adra_DP) 
And has_An_EndPoint Value (City = Baghdad) 
$& 243&
Domain: Link and Range: Facility_Location 
Domain: Link and Range: Geographical_Location 
 
Reasoner     /Executed/  
Results: 
All Link Instances that start from Adra Dryport in Syria and end 































































































































































Length/Km% Cost% MinCFlow% Cost%Road% Cost%Rail%
Latakia_Sp%Sbenih%
%
2.4% 0% 356% 1.6% 0% 0% 0%
Latakia_Sp%Maslamia%
%
2.4% 0% 296% 1.6% 0% 0% 0%
Latakia_Sp%Abu%Graib%
%
2.4% 110000% %     
Beirut_SP%Sbenih%
%
2.4% 560000% %     
Beirut_SP%Maslamia%
%
2.4% 500000% %     
Beirut_SP%Baghdad%
%
2.4% 0% %     
Sbenih_DP*Damascus%
%





2.4% 0% 366% 1.6% 0% 0% 0%
"% Homs%Governorate%
%





2.4% 0% 342% 1.6% 0% 0% 0%
"% Tartous%
%





2.4% 0% 459% 1.6% 0% 0% 0%
"% Sida%
%
2.4% 0% %   0% %
"% Tripoli%
%
2.4% 0% %   0% %
"% Bekaa%Valey%
%
2.4% 0% %   0% %
"% Baalbek%
%
2.4% 0% %   0% %
"% Beirut%
%
2.4% 0% %   0% %
"% Irbid%
%
2.4% 0% %   0% %
"% Amman%
%
2.4% 0% %   0% %
"% Aqaba%
%
2.4% 24836.19651% %   30816752.62% %
"% Baghdad%
%
2.4% 535163.8035% %   1081459014% %
"% Mosul%
%
2.4% 0% %   0% %
"% Basrah%
%












2.4% 0% %   0% %
Maslamia_DP* Damascus% 379% 2.4% 0% 379% 1.6% 0% 0% 0%
"%
Aleppo%
Governorate% 22% 2.4% 0% 22% 1.6% 0% 0% 0%
"% Homs%Governorate% 208% 2.4% 0% 208% 1.6% 0% 0% 0%
"%
Latakia%
Governorate%% 198% 2.4% 0% 198% 1.6% 0% 0% 0%
"% Tartous% 268% 2.4% 0% 268% 1.6% 0% 0% 0%
"%
Eastern%
district/Syria%% 406% 2.4% 0% 406% 1.6% 0% 0% 0%
"% Sida% 435% 2.4% 0% %   0% %
"% Tripoli% 308% 2.4% 0% %   0% %
"% Bekaa%Valey% 352% 2.4% 0% %   0% %
"% Baalbek% 318% 2.4% 0% %   0% %
"% Beirut% 391% 2.4% 0% %   0% %
"% Irbid% 514% 2.4% 0% %   0% %
"% Amman% 578% 2.4% 0% %   0% %
"% Aqaba% 900% 2.4% 0% %   0% %
"% Baghdad% 1052% 2.4% 364512.7302% %   920321741.3% %
"% Mosul% 611% 2.4% 87673.91199% %   128565024.5% %
"% Basrah% 1563% 2.4% 0% %   0% %
"% AnbarXRamadi% 936% 2.4% 0% %   0% %
 
Nineveh%






Length/Km% Cost% MinCFlow% Cost%Road% Cost%Rail%
Latakia_SP*Damascus% 334% 4.8% 0% 334% 3.2% 0% 0% 0%
"%
Aleppo%
Governorate% 181% 4.8% 0% 181% 3.2% 642552.1077% 0% 372166180.8%
"%
Homs%
Governorate% 177% 4.8% 0% 177% 3.2% 237987.1508% 0% 134795922.2%
"%
Latakia%
Governorate%% 3.8% 4.8% 0% 3.8% 3.2% 249470.7238% 0% 3033564.002%
"% Tartous% 85% 4.8% 0% 85% 3.2% 37429.98023% 0% 10180954.62%
"%
Eastern%
district/Syria%% 541% 4.8% 0% 541% 3.2% 275266.1287% 0% 476540722%
"% Sida% 264% 4.8% 0% %   0% %
"% Tripoli% 148% 4.8% 0% %   0% %
"% Bekaa%Valey% 307% 4.8% 0% %   0% %
"% Baalbek% 273% 4.8% 0% %   0% %
"% Beirut% 4.2% 4.8% 252915.7957% %   5098782.442% %
"% Irbid% 855% 4.8% 0% %   0% %
"% Amman% 532% 4.8% 529036.3286% %   1350947169% %
"% Aqaba% 855% 4.8% 0% %   0% %
"% Baghdad% 1021% 4.8% 0% %   0% %
"% Mosul% 799% 4.8% 0% %   0% %
"% Basrah% 1533% 4.8% 0% %   0% %
 AnbarXRamadi% 906% 4.8% 206044.3386% %   896045619.6% %












Length/Km% Cost MinCFlow Cost%Road% Cost%Rail%
Beirut_SP*Damascus% 113% 4.8% 225843.6024% %   122497569.9% %
"%
Aleppo%
Governorate% 369% 4.8% 0% %   0% %
"%
Homs%
Governorate% 186% 4.8% 0% %   0% %
"%
Latakia%
Governorate%% 230% 4.8% 0% %   0% %
"% Tartous% 143% 4.8% 0% %   0% %
"%
Eastern%
district/Syria%% 537% 4.8% 0% %   0% %
"% Sida% 80% 4.8% 21588.32527% %   8289916.905% %
"% Tripoli% 44% 4.8% 30279.41011% %   6395011.415% %
"% Bekaa%Valey% 52% 4.8% 71277.34967% %   17790826.48% %
"% Baalbek% 87% 4.8% 10903.85056% %   4553447.993% %
"% Beirut% 62% 4.8% 0% %   0% %
"% Irbid% 307% 4.8% 233652.168% %   344309834.8% %
"% Amman% 629% 4.8% 0% %   0% %
"% Aqaba% 934% 4.8% 0% %   0% %
"% Baghdad% 919% 4.8% 2065.846254% %   9112860.997% %
"% Mosul% 1446% 4.8% 0% %   0% %
"% Basrah% 890% 4.8% 283789.4477% %   1212348521% %
"% Anbar% 892% 4.8% 0% %   0% %








Length/Km% Cost MinCFlow Cost%Road% Cost%Rail%
Abu*Graib_DP* Damascus% 827% 2.4% 0% %   0% %
"%
Aleppo%
Governorate% 854% 2.4% 0% %   0% %
"% Homs%Governorate% 834% 2.4% 0% %   0% %
"%
Latakia%
Governorate%% 1012% 2.4% 0% %   0% %
"% Tartous% 930% 2.4% 0% %   0% %
"%
Eastern%
district/Syria%% 526% 2.4% 0% %   0% %
"% Sida% 961% 2.4% 0% %   0% %
"% Tripoli% 938% 2.4% 0% %   0% %
"% Bekaa%Valey% 928% 2.4% 0% %   0% %
"% Baalbek% 924% 2.4% 0% %   0% %
"% Beirut% 928% 2.4% 0% %   0% %
"% Irbid% 864% 2.4% 0% %   0% %
"% Amman% 822% 2.4% 0% %   0% %
"% Aqaba% 1152% 2.4% 0% %   0% %
"% Baghdad% 29% 2.4% 110000% %   7656000% %
"% Mosul% 421% 2.4% 0% %   0% %
"% Basrah% 549% 2.4% 0% %   0% %
"% AnbarXRamadi% 92% 2.4% 0% %   0% %
"% Nineveh%Governorate% 523% 2.4% 0% %   0% %          











MinCFlow! Length/Km! Cost! MinCFlow! Cost!Road! Cost!Rail!
Latakia_Sp! Sbenih_DP! 356!
!
0! 356! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
Latakia_Sp!Maslamia_DP! 181!
!
500000! 296! 1.6! 0! 217200000! 0!
Latakia_Sp! Baghdad_DP! 1014!
!
0!   0! 0! 0!
Latakia_Sp! Hessia_DP! 195!
!
0! 195! 1.6! 1246104.392! 0! 388784570.5!
Beirut_SP! Sbenih_DP! 121!
!
560000!   0! 162624000! 0!
Beirut_SP! Maslamia_DP! 389!
!
0!   0! 0! 0!
Beirut_SP! Baghdad_DP! 902!
!
110000!   0! 238128000! 0!
Beirut_SP! Hessia_DP! 194!
!
909507.462!   0! 423466674.3! 0!
Sbenih_DP* Damascus! 13!
!















0! 342! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Tartous! 260!
!
0! 260! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Eastern!district/Syria! 459!
!
0! 459! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Sida! 153!
!
0!   0! 0! 0!
"! Tripoli! 192!
!
0!   0! 0! 0!
"! Bekaa!Valey! 102!
!
0!   0! 0! 0!
"! Baalbek! 106!
!
0!   0! 0! 0!
"! Beirut! 121!
!
0!   0! 0! 0!
"! Irbid! 131!
!
6127.474856!  0! 1926478.095! 0!
"! Amman! 194!
!
529036.3286!  0! 246319314.6! 0!
"! Aqaba! 517!
!
24836.19651!  0! 30816752.62! 0!
"! Baghdad! 842!
!
0!   0! 0! 0!
"! Mosul! 879!
!








! MinCFlow! Length/Km Cost MinCFlow! Cost!Road! Cost!Rail!
"! Basrah! 1354!
!
0!   0! 0! 0!
"! AnbarXRamadi! 726!
!





0!   0! 0! 0! 
Maslamia_DP!Damascus! 379! 2.4! 0! 379! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Aleppo!Governorate! 22! 2.4! 0! 22! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Homs!Governorate! 208! 2.4! 0! 208! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Latakia!Governorate!! 198! 2.4! 0! 198! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Tartous! 268! 2.4! 0! 268! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Eastern!district/Syria! 406! 2.4! 0! 406! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Sida! 435! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Tripoli! 308! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Bekaa!Valey! 352! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Baalbek! 318! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Beirut! 391! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Irbid! 514! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Amman! 578! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Aqaba! 900! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Baghdad! 1052! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Mosul! 611! 2.4! 64416.19648! !  0! 94459910.52! 0!
"! Basrah! 1563! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Anbar! 936! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!





Link!Origin*Link!Destination! Road!Length/Km! Cost! MinCFlow! Length/Km! Cost! MinCFlow! Cost!Road! Cost!Rail!
Latakia_SP*Damascus! 334! 4.8! 0! 334! 3.2! 0! 0! 0!
"! Aleppo!Governorate! 181! 4.8! 0! 181! 3.2! 642552.1077! 0! 372166180.8!
"! Homs!Governorate! 177! 4.8! 0! 177! 3.2! 0! 0! 0!
"! Latakia!Governorate!! 3.8! 4.8! 0! 3.8! 3.2! 249470.7238! 0! 3033564.002!
"! Tartous! 85! 4.8! 0! 85! 3.2! 37429.98023! 0! 10180954.62!
"! Eastern!district/Syria!! 541! 4.8! 0! 541! 3.2! 0! 0! 0!
"! Sida! 264! 4.8! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Tripoli! 148! 4.8! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Bekaa!Valey! 307! 4.8! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Baalbek! 273! 4.8! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Beirut! 4.2! 4.8! 252915.7957! !  0! 5098782.442! 0!
"! Irbid! 855! 4.8! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Amman! 532! 4.8! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Aqaba! 855! 4.8! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Baghdad! 1021! 4.8! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Mosul! 799! 4.8! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Basrah! 1533! 4.8! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
!AnbarXRamadi! 906! 4.8! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
!
Nineveh!
Governorate! 772! 4.8! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
Beirut*port* Damascus! 113! 4.8! 225843.6024! !  0! 122497569.9! 0!
"! Aleppo!Governorate! 369! 4.8! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Homs!Governorate! 186! 4.8! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Latakia!Governorate!!230! 4.8! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Tartous! 143! 4.8! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Eastern!district/Syria! 537! 4.8! 0! !  0! 0! 0!




Link!Origin!Link!Destination! Road!Length/Km! Cost! MinCFlow! Length/Km!Cost MinCFlow! Cost!Road! Cost!Rail!
"! Tripoli! 44! 4.8! 30279.41011! !  0! 6395011.415! 0!
"! Bekaa!Valey! 52! 4.8! 71277.34967! !  0! 17790826.48! 0!
"! Baalbek! 87! 4.8! 10903.85056! !  0! 4553447.993! 0!
"! Beirut! 62! 4.8! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Irbid! 307! 4.8! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Amman! 629! 4.8! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Aqaba! 934! 4.8! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Baghdad! 919! 4.8! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Mosul! 1446! 4.8! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Basrah! 890! 4.8! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! AnbarXRamadi! 892! 4.8! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"!
Nineveh!
Governorate! 839! 4.8! 0! !  0! 0! 0! 
Baghdad_DP*Damascus! 827! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"!
Aleppo!
Governorate! 854! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"!
Homs!
Governorate! 834! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"!
Latakia!
Governorate!! 1012! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Tartous! 930! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"!
Eastern!
district/Syria!! 526! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Sida! 961! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Tripoli! 938! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Bekaa!Valey! 928! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!




Link!Origin! Link!Destination! Road!Length/Km! Cost! MinCFlow! Length/Km!Cost MinCFlow! Cost!Road! Cost!Rail!
"! Beirut! 928! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Irbid! 864! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Amman! 822! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Aqaba! 1152! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Baghdad! 29! 2.4! 110000! !  0! 7656000! 0!
"! Mosul! 421! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Basrah! 549! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! AnbarXRamadi! 92! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"!
Nineveh!
Governorate! 523! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
Hessia_DP* Damascus! 126! 2.4! 0! 126! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"!
Aleppo!
Governorate! 233! 2.4! 0! 233! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"!
Homs!
Governorate! 37! 2.4! 0! 37! 1.6! 237987.1508! 0! 14088839.33!
"!
Latakia!
Governorate!! 193! 2.4! 0! 193! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Tartous! 127! 2.4! 0! 127! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"!
Eastern!
district/Syria!! 388! 2.4! 0! 388! 1.6! 275266.1287! 0! 170885212.7!
"! Sida! 229! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Tripoli! 136! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Bekaa!Valey! 137! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Baalbek! 109! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Beirut! 196! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Irbid! 261! 2.4! 227524.6932! !  0! 142521467.8! 0!
"! Amman! 325! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!




Link!Origin! Link!Destination! Road!Length/Km! Cost! MinCFlow! Length/Km!Cost MinCFlow! Cost!Road! Cost!Rail!
"! Baghdad! 868! 2.4! 901742.38! !  0! 1878509726! 0!
"! Mosul! 771! 2.4! 23257.71551! !  0! 43036076.77! 0!
"! Basrah! 1383! 2.4! 283789.4477! !  0! 941953935! 0!
"! AnbarXRamadi! 753! 2.4! 206044.3386! !  0! 372363328.7! 0!
"!
Nineveh!
Governorate! 744! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
!       5575076077! 959139321.9!











Link!Origin! Link!Destination! Road!Length/Km! Cost! MinCFlow!
Rail!
Length/Km! Cost! MinCFlow! Cost!Road! Cost!Rail!
Latakia_Sp! Sbenih_DP! 356! 2.4! 0! 356! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
Latakia_Sp! Maslamia_DP! 181! 2.4! 500000! 296! 1.6! 0! 217200000! 0!
Latakia_Sp! Baghdad_DP! 1014! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
Latakia_Sp! Hessia_DP! 195! 2.4! 0! 195! 1.6! 1246104.392! 0! 388784570.5!
Latakia_Sp! Tripoli_DP! 148! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
Beirut_SP! Sbenih_DP! 121! 2.4! 560000! !   162624000! 0!
Beirut_SP! Maslamia_DP! 389! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
Beirut_SP! Baghdad_DP! 902! 2.4! 110000! !   238128000! 0!
Beirut_SP! Hessia_DP! 194! 2.4! 409507.462! !   190666674.3! 0!
Beirut_SP! Tripoli_DP! 80! 2.4! 500000! !   96000000! 0!
Tripoli_DP! Damascus! 189! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Aleppo!Governorate! 272! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Homs!Governorate! 103! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Latakia!Governorate! 148! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Tartous! 61.5! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Eastern!district/Syria! 467! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Sida! 125! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Tripoli! 4! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Bekaa!Valey! 106! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Baalbek! 112! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Beirut! 81.5! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Irbid! 320! 2.4! 202688.4967! !   155664765.4! 0!
"! Amman! 384! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Aqaba! 706! 2.4! 24836.19651! !   42082451.36! 0!





Link!Origin! Link!Destination! Road!Length/Km! Cost! MinCFlow!
Rail!
Length/Km!Cost MinCFlow Cost!Road! Cost!Rail!
"! Mosul! 838! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Basrah! 1459! 2.4! 249217.5913! !   872660317.8! 0!
"! AnbarXRamadi! 832! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Nineveh!Governorate! 810! 2.4! 23257.71551! !   45212998.94! 0!
Sbenih_DP* Damascus! 13! 2.4! 0! 13! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Aleppo!Governorate! 366! 2.4! 0! 366! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Homs!Governorate!170! 2.4! 0! 170! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Latakia!Governorate!! 342! 2.4! 0! 342! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Tartous! 260! 2.4! 0! 260! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Eastern!district/Syria! 459! 2.4! 0! 459! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Sida! 153! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Tripoli! 192! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Bekaa!Valey! 102! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Baalbek! 106! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Beirut! 121! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Irbid! 131! 2.4! 30963.67136! !   9734978.276! 0!
"! Amman! 194! 2.4! 529036.3286! !   246319314.6! 0!
"! Aqaba! 517! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Baghdad! 842! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Mosul! 879! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Basrah! 1354! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! AnbarXRamadi! 726! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!




Link!Origin* Link!Destination! Road!Length/Km! Cost! MinCFlow!
Rail!
Length/Km! Cost! MinCFlow! Cost!Road! Cost!Rail!
Maslamia_DP* Damascus! 379! 2.4! 0! 379! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Aleppo!Governorate! 22! 2.4! 0! 22! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Homs!Governorate!208! 2.4! 0! 208! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Latakia!Governorate!! 198! 2.4! 0! 198! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Tartous! 268! 2.4! 0! 268! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Eastern!district/Syria! 406! 2.4! 0! 406! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Sida! 435! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Tripoli! 308! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Bekaa!Valey! 352! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Baalbek! 318! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Beirut! 391! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Irbid! 514! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Amman! 578! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Aqaba! 900! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Baghdad! 1052! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! Mosul! 611! 2.4! 87673.91199! !  0! 128565024.5! 0!
"! Basrah! 1563! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
"! AnbarXRamadi! 936! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0! 0!
!Nineveh!Governorate! 583! 2.4! 412326.088! ! 0! 576926662.3! 0!
Latakia_SP* Damascus! 334! 4.8! 0! 334! 3.2! 0! 0! 0!
"! Aleppo!Governorate! 181! 4.8! 0! 181! 3.2! 642552.1077! 0! 372166180.8!




"! Latakia!Governorate!! 3.8! 4.8! 0! 3.8! 3.2! 249470.7238! 0! 3033564.002!
Link!Origin! Link!Destination! Road!Length/Km! Cost! MinCFlow!
Rail!
Length/Km! Cost! MinCFlow! Cost!Road! Cost!Rail!
"! Tartous! 85! 4.8! 0! 85! 3.2! 37429.98023! 0! 10180954.62!
"! Eastern!district/Syria!! 541! 4.8! 0! 541! 3.2! 0! 0! 0!
"! Sida! 264! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Tripoli! 148! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Bekaa!Valey! 307! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Baalbek! 273! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Beirut! 4.2! 4.8! 252915.7957! !   5098782.442! 0!
"! Irbid! 855! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Amman! 532! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Aqaba! 855! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Baghdad! 1021! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Mosul! 799! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Basrah! 1533! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!!AnbarXRamadi! 906! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
!Nineveh!Governorate! 772! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
Beirut_SP* Damascus! 113! 4.8! 225843.6024! !  122497569.9! 0!
"! Aleppo!Governorate! 369! 4.8! 0! !  0! 0!
"! Homs!Governorate!186! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Latakia!Governorate!! 230! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Tartous! 143! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!




"! Sida! 80! 4.8! 21588.32527! !   8289916.905! 0!
"! Tripoli! 44! 4.8! 30279.41011! !   6395011.415! 0!
"! Bekaa!Valey! 52! 4.8! 71277.34967! !   17790826.48! 0!
Link!Origin! Link!Destination! Road!Length/Km! Cost! MinCFlow!
Rail!
Length/Km!Cost MinCFlow Cost!Road! Cost!Rail!
"! Baalbek! 87! 4.8! 10903.85056! !   4553447.993! 0!
"! Beirut! 62! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Irbid! 307! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Amman! 629! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Aqaba! 934! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Baghdad! 919! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Mosul! 1446! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Basrah! 890! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! AnbarXRamadi! 892! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Nineveh!Governorate! 839! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
Baghdad_DP*Damascus! 827! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0!
"! Aleppo!Governorate! 854! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0!
"! Homs!Governorate!834! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Latakia!Governorate!! 1012! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Tartous! 930! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Eastern!district/Syria!! 526! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Sida! 961! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Tripoli! 938! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Bekaa!Valey! 928! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Baalbek! 924! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!




"! Irbid! 864! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Amman! 822! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Aqaba! 1152! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
Link!Origin! Link!Destination! Road!Length/Km! Cost! MinCFlow!
Rail!
Length/Km!Cost MinCFlow Cost!Road! Cost!Rail!
"! Baghdad! 29! 2.4! 110000! !   7656000! 0!
"! Mosul! 421! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Basrah! 549! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! AnbarXRamadi! 92! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Nineveh!Governorate! 523! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
Hessia_DP* Damascus! 126! 2.4! 0! 126! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Aleppo!Governorate! 233! 2.4! 0! 233! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Homs!Governorate!37! 2.4! 0! 37! 1.6! 237987.1508! 0! 14088839.33!
"! Latakia!Governorate!! 193! 2.4! 0! 193! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Tartous! 127! 2.4! 0! 127! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Eastern!district/Syria!! 388! 2.4! 0! 388! 1.6! 275266.1287! 0! 170885212.7!
"! Sida! 229! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Tripoli! 136! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Bekaa!Valey! 137! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Baalbek! 109! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Beirut! 196! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Irbid! 261! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Amman! 325! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Aqaba! 648! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Baghdad! 868! 2.4! 901742.38! !   1878509726! 0!




"! Basrah! 1383! 2.4! 34571.85642! !   114750905.8! 0!
"! AnbarXRamadi! 753! 2.4! 206044.3386! !   372363328.7! 0!
"! Nineveh!Governorate! 744! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!!       5519690703! 959139321.9!


















Link!Origin! Link!Destination! Road!Length/Km! Cost! MinCFlow!
Rail!
Length/Km! Cost! MinCFlow! Cost!Road! Cost!Rail!
Latakia_Sp! Sbenih_dP! 356! 2.4! 0! 356! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
Latakia_Sp! Maslamia_DP! 181! 2.4! 500000! 296! 1.6! 0! 217200000! 0!
Latakia_Sp! Baghdad_DP! 1014! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
Latakia_Sp! Hessia_DP! 195! 2.4! 0! 195! 1.6! 1246104.392! 0! 400462724.3!
Latakia_Sp! Tripoli_DP! 148! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
Latakia_Sp! Mafraq_DP! 472! 2.4! 0! !   0  
Beirut_SP! Sbenih_dP! 121! 2.4! 560000! !   162624000! 0!
Beirut_SP! Maslamia_DP! 389! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
Beirut_SP! Baghdad_DP! 902! 2.4! 110000! !   238128000! 0!
Beirut_SP! Hessia_DP! 194! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
Beirut_SP! Tripoli_DP! 80! 2.4! 378105.7813! !   72596310.02! 0!
Beirut_SP! Mafraq_DP! 248! 2.4! 787524.6932! !   468734697.4  
Mafraq_DP! Damascus! 142! 2.4! 0! !   0  
"! Aleppo!Governorate! 496! 2.4! 0! !   0  
"! Homs!Governorate! 301! 2.4! 0! !   0  
"! Latakia!Governorate! 469! 2.4! 0! !   0  
"! Tartous! 391! 2.4! 0! !   0  "! Eastern!district/Syria! 589! 2.4! 0! !   0  
"! Sida! 283! 2.4! 0! !   0  
"! Tripoli! 323! 2.4! 0! !   0  "! Bekaa!Valey! 233! 2.4! 0! !   0  
"! Baalbek! 236! 2.4! 0! !   0  
"! Beirut! 251! 2.4! 0! !   0  "! Irbid! 50! 2.4! 233652.168! !   28038260.16  





Link!Origin! Link!Destination! Road!Length/Km! Cost! MinCFlow!
Rail!
Length/Km!Cost MinCFlow Cost!Road Cost!Rail 
"! Aqaba! 388! 2.4! 24836.19651! !   23127466.19  
"! Baghdad! 831! 2.4! 0! !   0  
"! Mosul! 1112! 2.4! 0! !   0  
"! Basrah! 1342! 2.4! 0! !   0  
"! AnbarYRamadi! 715! 2.4! 0! !   0  
"! Nineveh!Governorate! 954! 2.4! 0! !   0  
Tripoli_DP! Damascus! 189! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Aleppo!Governorate! 272! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Homs!Governorate! 103! 2.4! 131461.2868! !   32497230.1! 0!
"! Latakia!Governorate!! 148! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Tartous! 61.5! 2.4! 37429.98023! !   5524665.081! 0!
"! Eastern!district/Syria!! 467! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Sida! 125! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Tripoli! 4! 2.4! 30279.41011! !   290682.337! 0!
"! Bekaa!Valey! 106! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Baalbek! 112! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Beirut! 81.5! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Irbid! 320! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Amman! 384! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Aqaba! 706! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Baghdad! 947! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Mosul! 838! 2.4! 23257.71551! !   46775917.43! 0!




"! AnbarYRamadi! 832! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
Link!Origin! Link!Destination! Road!Length/Km! Cost! MinCFlow!
Rail!
Length/Km!Cost MinCFlow Cost!Road! Cost!Rail!
"! Nineveh!Governorate! 810! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
Sbenih_DP* Damascus! 13! 2.4! 0! 13! 1.6! 0! 0! 4697546.929!
"! Aleppo!Governorate! 366! 2.4! 0! 366! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Homs!Governorate!170! 2.4! 0! 170! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Latakia!Governorate!! 342! 2.4! 0! 342! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Tartous! 260! 2.4! 0! 260! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Eastern!district/Syria!!459! 2.4! 0! 459! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Sida! 153! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Tripoli! 192! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Bekaa!Valey! 102! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Baalbek! 106! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Beirut! 121! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Irbid! 131! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Amman! 194! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Aqaba! 517! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Baghdad! 842! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Mosul! 879! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Basrah! 1354! 2.4! 128112.0591! !   416312947.1! 0!
"! AnbarYRamadi! 726! 2.4! 206044.3386! !   359011655.5! 0!
"! Nineveh!Governorate! 852! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!




"! Aleppo!Governorate! 22! 2.4! 0! 22! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
Link!Origin! Link!Destination! Road!Length/Km! Cost! MinCFlow!
Rail!
Length/Km! Cost! MinCFlow! Cost!Road! Cost!Rail!
"! Homs!Governorate!208! 2.4! 0! 208! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Latakia!Governorate!! 198! 2.4! 0! 198! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Tartous! 268! 2.4! 0! 268! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Eastern!district/Syria!! 406! 2.4! 0! 406! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Sida! 435! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Tripoli! 308! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Bekaa!Valey! 352! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Baalbek! 318! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Beirut! 391! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Irbid! 514! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Amman! 578! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Aqaba! 900! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Baghdad! 1052! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Mosul! 611! 2.4! 64416.19648! !   94459910.52! 0!
"! Basrah! 1563! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! AnbarYRamadi! 936! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
!Nineveh!Governorate! 583! 2.4! 435583.8035! !  609468857.9! 0!
Latakia_SP* Damascus! 334! 4.8! 0! 334! 3.2! 0! 0! 0!
"! Aleppo!Governorate! 181! 4.8! 0! 181! 3.2! 642552.1077! 0! 372166180.8!
"! Homs!Governorate! 177! 4.8! 0! 177! 3.2! 0! 0! 0!




"! Tartous! 85! 4.8! 0! 85! 3.2! 37429.98023! 0! 10180954.62!
"! Eastern!district/Syria!! 541! 4.8! 0! 541! 3.2! 0! 0! 0!
"! Sida! 264! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
Link!Origin! Link!Destination! Road!Length/Km! Cost! MinCFlow!
Rail!
Length/Km!Cost MinCFlow Cost!Road! Cost!Rail!
"! Tripoli! 148! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Bekaa!Valey! 307! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Baalbek! 273! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Beirut! 4.2! 4.8! 252915.7957! !   5098782.442! 0!
"! Irbid! 855! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Amman! 532! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Aqaba! 855! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Baghdad! 1021! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Mosul! 799! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Basrah! 1533! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!!AnbarYRamadi! 906! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
!Nineveh!Governorate! 772! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
Beirut_SP* Damascus! 113! 4.8! 0! !  0! 0!
"! Aleppo!Governorate! 369! 4.8! 0! !  0! 0!
"! Homs!Governorate!186! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Latakia!Governorate!! 230! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Tartous! 143! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Eastern!district/Syria!! 537! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!




"! Tripoli! 44! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Bekaa!Valey! 52! 4.8! 71277.34967! !   17790826.48! 0!
"! Baalbek! 87! 4.8! 10903.85056! !   4553447.993! 0!
"! Beirut! 62! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Irbid! 307! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
Link!Origin! Link!Destination! Road!Length/Km! Cost! MinCFlow!
Rail!
Length/Km!Cost MinCFlow Cost!Road! Cost!Rail!
"! Amman! 629! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Aqaba! 934! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Baghdad! 919! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Mosul! 1446! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Basrah! 890! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! AnbarYRamadi! 892! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Nineveh!Governorate! 839! 4.8! 0! !   0! 0!
Baghdad_DP*Damascus! 827! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0!
"! Aleppo!Governorate! 854! 2.4! 0! !  0! 0!
"! Homs!Governorate!834! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Latakia!Governorate!! 1012! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Tartous! 930! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Eastern!district/Syria!! 526! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Sida! 961! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Tripoli! 938! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Bekaa!Valey! 928! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Baalbek! 924! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Beirut! 928! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!




"! Amman! 822! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Aqaba! 1152! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Baghdad! 29! 2.4! 110000! !   7656000! 0!
"! Mosul! 421! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Basrah! 549! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
Link!Origin! Link!Destination! Road!Length/Km! Cost! MinCFlow!
Rail!
Length/Km!Cost MinCFlow Cost!Road! Cost!Rail!
"! AnbarYRamadi! 92! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Nineveh!Governorate! 523! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
Hessia_DP* Damascus! 126! 2.4! 0! 126! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Aleppo!Governorate! 233! 2.4! 0! 233! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Homs!Governorate!37! 2.4! 0! 37! 1.6! 106525.864! 0! 6306331.15!
"! Latakia!Governorate!! 193! 2.4! 0! 193! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Tartous! 127! 2.4! 0! 127! 1.6! 0! 0! 0!
"! Eastern!district/Syria!!388! 2.4! 0! 388! 1.6! 275266.1287! 0! 170885212.7!
"! Sida! 229! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Tripoli! 136! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Bekaa!Valey! 137! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Baalbek! 109! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Beirut! 196! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Irbid! 261! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Amman! 325! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Aqaba! 648! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Baghdad! 868! 2.4! 901742.38! !   1878509726! 0!
"! Mosul! 771! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!




"! AnbarYRamadi! 753! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!
"! Nineveh!Governorate! 744! 2.4! 0! !   0! 0!









!        
!
